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In a shocking development, Consortium of Indian Institute of Technology (IITC) has submitted a report
that is a shot in the arm for the hydropower lobby in Ganga basin in
Uttarakhand. This IITC report is
being used by the Union Ministry of
Environment, Forests and Climate
Change (MoEF&CC) to push ahead
24 Hydropower Projects in
Uttarakhand which were recommended to be cancelled by two official expert reports, both commissioned on the orders of the Supreme
Court of India. It seems the authors
of the IITC report are jeopardizing
the formidable reputation of the IITs
and over a dozen other institutes
which are a part of IITC, possibly for
some short term gains.
Sounds ridiculous? Read on..
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dropped due to their irreversible &
long term impact on aquatic and terrestrial biodiversity. At the outset it
should be mentioned that the WII
(“an internationally acclaimed”, “autonomous institute of MoEF&CC”,
see: http://www.wii.gov.in/) recommendation of dropping 24 projects
was based on assessment of aquatic
and terrestrial biodiversity impacts
of the series of hydropower projects
in Bhagirathi-Alaknanda basins in
Uttarakhand. WII was commissioned to do this study by the
MoEF&CC following an earlier SC
order based on CEC (Central Empowered Committee) recommendation.
MoEF&CC, did not want to take the
recommended action, so it sat on the
recommendation of the WII report.

IIT Consortium Report on 24 Uttarakhand Projects is engineer-heavy
report which essentially sits in judgment on issues related to ecology
and makes serious errors. There are several procedural and merit based
short comings in the report and it is unfortunate to see a consortium
of IITs, with formidable reputation, choosing to toe the convenient
government line, ignoring the impacts of such effort.
WII report The first expert report
mentioned above is the report of the
Wildlife Institute of India (WII), commissioned by the MoEF & CC to assess the cumulative impact of some
70 hydropower projects in
Alaknanda-Bhagirathi basin in
Uttarakhand. WII submitted the report to MoEF&CC in April 2012 and
among other recommendations, said
that 24 of these projects should be

EB report following SC directions
to Ministry to take stand on WII report On Aug 13, 2013, following the
Uttarakhand disaster of June 2013,
the Supreme Court directions,
among other things included, “MoEF
is directed to examine, as noticed by
WII in its report, as to whether the
proposed 24 projects are causing significant impact on the biodiversity
of Alaknanda and Bhagirath River
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basins.” Again, MoEF&CC did not want to do any such
examination on its own. Since MoEF&CC was setting
up an expert body to examine the role of hydropower
projects in the Uttarakhand disaster as per other directions of the same SC order of Aug 13, 2013, the ministry
included such examination also in the Terms of Reference of the Expert Body (EB) under chairmanship of Dr
Ravi Chopra.
The EB terms of reference were even wider than that of
WII study and the expertise available with EB was also
wider. With such expertise and terms of reference, the
EB report (by 11 of the 13 members of EB) submitted to
MoEF&CC in April 2014 came to the conclusion that 23
of the 24 projects in WII list should be dropped and even
the 24th project, namely the Kotli Bhel 1A should go
ahead only after significant modifications. Thus, essentially, EB too endorsed the WII recommendation.
It should be noted here that the WII recommendations
were peer reviewed (during the work of Expert Body in
2013-14) by renowned biodiversity expert Dr Brij Gopal.
Dr Brij Gopal too endorsed WII recommendation that
the 24 projects should be dropped. The peer review was
sought by the Central Water Commission representative at the 2nd EB Meeting. Despite objections from some
EB members, the Chairman agreed to such a review and
proposed the name of Dr. Brij Gopal which was promptly
seconded by the Vice-Chairman, Dr. B.P. Das – a former
Chief Engineer (Irr), Govt of Odisha and former Vice
Chairman of the MOEF&CC’s Expert Appraisal Committee on River Valley Projects. In fact Dr. Brij Gopal
suggested that more projects needed to be dropped!

directions of not appointing another committee. However, unlike the picture it tried to give to SC, this task
was not part of GRBMP work, but given to IITC through
a fresh TOR.
Perturbed at not receiving any serious required response
from MoEF&CC after repeated orders, the apex court
judges of the Supreme Court rightly said the ministry
was behaving like Kumbhakarna and Rip Van Winkle.
On Oct 9, 2014, the MoEF&CC submitted an affidavit
to the SC, relying entirely on a report from IITC. And lo
and behold, IITC had provided a report to the
MoEF&CC, certifying that with some vaguely defined
criteria, all the 24 projects can go ahead and there is no
need to cancel any project! Serendipitously, this is exactly what the MoEF&CC & the hydropower lobby
wanted!
It needs to be stated here that IITC had no mandate to
submit such a report and the report is unprofessional,
inadequate, unwarranted and inconsistent.
Let us see how.

Authors of the IITC report IITC report was authored by
eight persons: Dr Vinod Tare (Civil Engineering Dept,
IIT Kanpur), Dr I M Mishra (Department of Chemical
Engineering, IIT Roorkee,) Dr Purnendu Bose (Civil
Engineering Department, IIT Kanpur), Dr Ligy Philip
(Civil Engineering Dept, IIT Madras), Dr B S Murty
(Civil Engineering Dept, IIT Madras), Dr R P Mathur
(formerly Prof of Civil Engineering, University of
Roorkee), Dr M Jawed (Dept of Civil Engineering, IIT
Guwahati) & Dr Gautam Roy (Consultant GRBMP and
former student of Civil Engineering Department at IIT
MoEF&CC still did not want to take action on the 24
Kanpur). A perusal of the available information on proprojects. So using the dissenting report by two governfessional background of these persons shows that none
ment agencies which were largely toeing their official
of them have expertise on
position in EB, the
the aquatic and terrestrial
MoEF&CC suggested to
of
the
the Supreme Court of In- Expert Body Report following Supreme Court’s or- biodiversity
Bhagirathi-Alaknanda
badia on May 7, 2014 that it ders also supported dropping 23 of the 24 projects
sin,
to
decide
on
the
approwants to set up another
committee. Seeing no va- as recommended by WII. WII recommendations priateness of the WII recomlidity in this, the Honorable were peer reviewed (during the work of Expert Body mendations. Hence at the
SC rejected this suggestion in 2013-14) by renowned biodiversity expert Dr. Brij outset it seems inappropriate for IITC to sit on judgand asked MoEF&CC to
Gopal,
who
also
endorsed
the
recommendations
that
ment over recommendation
take a stand. SC has also
of an expert body, on subject
since then put a stay on the 24 projects should be dropped.
matter of which IITC has no
any further work on these
In
fact
Dr.
Brij
Gopal
suggested
that
more
projects
expertise.
24 projects.

needed to be dropped!

Still not ready to take a
stand, MoEF&CC, used
the reason that since IITC
was already working on Ganga River Basin Management
Plan (GRBMP) for the ministry since 2010 went ahead
and gave the task of reconciling the two EB reports to
IITC. In effect this is tantamount to violating the SC
2

The IITC team of 8 persons
listed above, all with essentially engineering background have now also reviewed the EB report and made
their own recommendations, again without having the
expertise that was available at EB command. It is thus
inappropriate for IITC to comment on the recommenda-
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tions of the EB which had
two biodiversity experts
from FRI (Forest Research
Institute) and WII, besides
experts from Uttarakhand
in various other disciplines.
IITC is thus being unprofessional.
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on identifying functions of
the river from geology, ecology, socio-economic and cultural perspectives, which
can vary. The GRMBP extended summary does not
provide clarity on e-flows for
any of these aspects and
how to go about arriving at
required environment flow.
It should be mentioned here
that to arrive at environment flows, there are about
200 methodologies available globally. The IITC report
attached with the MOEF&CC affidavit remains even
vaguer as it says maintenance of E-flow should lead “to
river stability and ecological balance in the downstream
areas.”

Essentially, IIT C Report says that ALL the 24
projects, rejected by two independent boards, can
go ahead if they satisfy three vaguely defined and
highly malleable criteria: Aviral Dhara, Environmental flows and longitudinal connectivity. There
are no clear definitions of Aviral Dhara and Longitudinal Connectivity and MoEFCC, as admitted by
itself, is fumbling on eflows.

What does IITC report
say The IITC report essentially says that ALL the 24
projects can go ahead if they
satisfy three criteria: Aviral
Dhara, Environmental flows and longitudinal connectivity. The first thing that strikes about these three terms
is that they are all vaguely defined and can have flexible interpretations. They are also interconnected and
not necessarily independent of each other. Most importantly, they do not take care of the issues based on which
the two expert reports said that these 23 projects should
be dropped and even the 24th Project, namely the Kotli
Bhel 1A may be dropped or modified. But first let us
understand these three vaguely defined, flexible and
interconnected terms.

Clarity on environmental flows is crucial as the affidavit from MOEF&CC itself agrees that MOEF&CC did
not address the issue of eflows adequately while granting environmental clearances in Uttarakhand. One of
the basic reasons behind this was lack of clarity on the
issue and the same mistake is being repeated in the IITC
Report.

Aviral Dhara: According to the IITC report para 2.1
Longitudinal Connectivity: In MOEF&CC affidavit
(see also: “Ganga River Basin Management Plan Exof Oct 9, 2014, it is stated (para 6(b)/ 8(b)) that longitutended Summary” of June 2014 available at: http://
dinal connectivity is necessary to ensure “non-disrupgangapedia.iitk.ac.in/sites/default/files/2014-06tive biota movement and silt transportation along the
12_GRBMP_Extended%20Summary.pdf): “Aviral Dhara
river course that are essenin this context means that
tial ingredients of a river
the flow of water, sediments
and other natural constitu- Three criteria of Aviral Dhara, Environmental ecology and its wholesomeents are continuous and ad- Flows and Longitudinal Connectivity are not suffi- ness. Otherwise, a fragequate over the entire cient to take a decision about these 24 projects as mented river stands to lose
its basic character along
length of the river throughout the year.” There is no they exclude large number of criteria that the two with its native aquatic biodefinition of what is ad- expert reports considered, including: terrestrial diversity and ecological inequate here, nor it is clari- biodiversity (completely absent in IITC report), cu- tegrity.”
fied as to adequacy is from
One of the two places where
what point of view. Here it mulative impact (completely absent in IITC report
the term longitudinal conshould be noted that Aviral it only looks at project specific issues), projects’ lonectivity appears in the
literally means uninter- cation in hazardous zone, projects increasing the
GRMBP Extended Sumrupted, but neither IITC
mary quoted earlier, says:
disaster
potential
of
the
area,
among
many
others
nor MOEF&CC provide this
“For dams and barrages, a
interpretation. According to
precondition is essential
MOEF&CC affidavit of Oct
that they cannot violate the longitudinal connectivity in
9, 2014 (para 8(c)), Aviral means “to flow round the clock”
River Ganga and her major tributaries. Besides they
or “continuous flow”.
must allow E Flows (Environmental Flows) all along the
river. A potential method for ensuring river connectivEnvironment Flows: For Environmental flows, the
ity through dams/ barrages has been suggested.”
“objective” of GRBMP is (see p 9 of the GRMBP Extended
Summary) “Environmental Flows shall be maintained
The only other place in the GRBMP Extended Summary
in all rivers and tributaries of Ganga River System to
where the term longitudinal connectivity appears is infulfill their geological, ecological, socio economic and
teresting as it connects all the three terms that IITC
cultural functions.” The E-flows thus would than depend
has used: “Thus, while longitudinal connectivity in river
3
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network is an essential first step to maintain “Aviral
Dhara”, having adequate river flows depends much on
basin’s overall water status.” This statement is thus also
making all three terms even more flexible, subjective
and vague since they are dependent on “basin’s overall
water status”. This leaves the door open to later reduce
the quantum of E-Flows.
It is thus clear that the IITC report annexed by the
MOEF&CC with their Oct 9, 2014 affidavit says that if
these three vaguely defined terms that are flexible and
prone to subjective interpretations are satisfied, then
all the 24 projects can go ahead.
While these three, when clearly defined and properly
implemented, are necessary conditions for any hydropower project, to say that they are sufficient condition
is not only misleading, but also showing lack of understanding of the environmental issues related to hydropower projects. The MOEF&CC affidavit of Oct 9, 2014
relies exclusively on this IITC report and wants to allow
all 24 project based on these three vaguely defined, flexible criteria from IITC report.
However, these three criteria are not sufficient to take a
decision about these 24 projects as they exclude large
number of criteria that the two expert reports considered, including: terrestrial biodiversity (completely absent in IITC report), cumulative impact (completely absent in IITC report it only looks at project specific issues), projects’ location in hazardous zone, projects increasing the disaster potential of the area, among many
others.
The SC’s original direction was to examine if the 24
projects would have significant impact on the
biodiversity. So the examination for these 24 projects
must be done from the total biodiversity aspect and not
on the basis of flow alone. The IITC itself has said in the
GRBMP Interim Report of Sept 2013 that if biodiversity
impact is significant then the project should be disallowed. It is clear IITC has again been inconsistent.
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loss of historical, religious and cultural sites, among others. But these are no longer considered by the IITC in
their current report under discussion. The IITC is also
being inconsistent, besides being unprofessional and
vague.
IITC report shows lack of understanding on basic
environmental issues It is also disturbing to read the
IITC report saying (section 2.1, last but one para), “However, projects on streams/ rivers with negligible biota
may be allowed to proceed as per the environmental and
other clearances already given to such projects provided
that adequate provision is made to ensure the mandated
E-flows. The adverse environmental impacts of such
projects on the Ganga river system as a whole are expected to be negligible. Such projects may, therefore, be
kept out of Cumulative Environmental Impact Assessment (CEIA) for their approval.”
Firstly, this shows that IITC is out-rightly overruling
the recommendation of the WII and EB on criteria of
terrestrial biodiversity, geological stability and so on.
IITC is doing that too without providing any reasoning
or basis. Significant number of the 24 projects have been
recommended for rejection by WII and EB based on these
criteria. Such baseless rejection of the recommendation
by IITC not only shows their poor understanding of environmental and geological issues, but also shows their
pro hydro bias.
Secondly, IITC makes the contention that the adverse
environment impacts of such projects on Ganga river
system is expected to be negligible, without providing
any basis or scientific logic or reasoning.

Thirdly, suggesting that all such projects may be kept
out of the CEIA seems to show poor understanding of
the basics CEIA by the authors of IITC report. Large
number of even so called low impact interventions can
also cumulatively have big impacts and to exclude them
is against the very spirit of CEIA. It also then raises
doubts about competence of IITC to prepare GRBMP,
since GRBMP is supposed to also look at the cumulative
IITC is inconsistent It should be added here that in
impact assessment and carrying capacity of major intable 4.2 of their “Interim
terventions in the Ganga
GRBMP” of Sept 2013 (see:
Basin. IITC authors do not
h t t p s : / / n m c g . n i c . i n / IITC Report shockingly recommends keeping some
seem to understand that
writereaddata/fileupload/
projects away from Cumulative Impact Assessment, even aquatic biota gets af25_GRBMPInterim_Rep.pdf),
fected by geological and
IITC provides larger set of overruling WII and EB Reports, calling them “low
other factors, that fish is not
criteria for deciding permis- impact interventions”. However, massive impact of
the only aquatic biota and
sibility of dams and barthat there is upstream
a
large
number
of
such
interventions
is
at
the
heart
rages in the Ganga Basin,
downstream linkages in
which include criteria like of Cumulative Impact Assessment. Such recommenlifecycle of the aquatic biota
threat to terrestrial dations indicate the pro hydro bias of the IITC Reand that there are linkages
biodiversity, rare, endanbetween aquatic and terresgered and threatened (RET) port.
trial biota life cycles, afspecies, geological hazards,
fected by hydrology.
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The above stated issues raise serious doubts about the
appropriateness of the IITC report and MOEF&CC’s
attempts to push ahead with the 24 hydropower projects
in fragile and disaster prone Bhagirathi-Alaknanda basin based on the inappropriate IITC report. Particularly
when these projects were to be cancelled as per two expert reports, both commissioned following two separate
apex court orders.
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IITC of such matters and Project Coordinator may take
the help and advice of concerned IIT Team members as
and when needed. It was opined that each IIT may compile the list of new faculty members who may have joined
after GRBMP project was started and communicate the
same to the Project Coordinator. Professor Khakhar suggested that Directors of the 7 IITs may discuss the matter and communicate the decision to the Project Coordinator on modus operandi for submission of first version
of GRBMP, and responding to queries and comments on
GRBMP and dealing with requests for other inputs on
Ganga Basin received from government and other agencies.”

Issue of cumulative impacts cannot be taken care
of through project specific actions Here it should
be noted that the WII report has made its recommendation about dropping 24 HEPs based on cumulative impact assessment of all the
operating, under construcThe first thing that strikes
Conclusions arrived at by EB and WII Reports are
tion and planned projects in
about this para is that the
the Bhagirathi-Alaknanda within the firm framework of Cumulative Impact Project Coordinator (Dr
River basins. The same is Assessment. The conclusions arrived through such Vinod Tare) raised this in
true with respect to EB recthe context of “follow-up accumulative assessment cannot be countered by
ommendation. The conclutions after submission of the
sions arrived at based on cu- project specific steps or actions as MOEF&CC affi- final draft of GRBMP”,
mulative impact assess- davit and IITC reports are doing.
which is not the case with
ment by the WII and EB
respect to current issue,
cannot and should not be
since the final draft of the
addressed by looking at project specific steps or actions
GRBMP is yet to be submitted. There is nothing in this
as MOEF&CC affidavit and IITC reports are doing.
para to support the contention quoted above from the
preface of the IITC report that PMB “agreed to examine
Did Project Management Board allow IITC to do
the two reports in the broader framework developed for
this report? The IITC task of GRBMP is being overGRMBP.”
seen by a Project Management Board (PMB) comprising of senior persons of all the seven IITs and some inIf this is the only para that is relevant in the context of
vited members. The IITC report dated July 21, 2014
IITC report to MOEF&CC dated July 21, 2014 and if
mentions, “The PMB in its fifth meeting held on Tuesthis para is not applicable at this stage since it is appliday, June 24, 2014 at IIT Delhi agreed to examine the
cable only after submission of final draft of GRBMP, then
two reports in the broader framework developed for
the question arises, if the IITC had the permission from
GRMBP.”
PMB to submit such a report and if the MOEF&CC
should have submitted this report as authorized IITC
While this is what IITC claims in its July 21, 2014 rereport? These questions can be answered by only the
port, this claim is not supported by the Minutes of the
IITC, its PMB and MOEF&CC, but they are relevant
relevant meeting of PMB, as we see below. From the
since it is this report purportedly from IITC that is sought
reading of the minutes, it seems that the IITC had no
to be used by MOEF&CC to ensure that all the 24
mandate or clearance to do this report.
projects under discussion go ahead. In fact PMB and all
In the minutes of the fifth meeting of PMB held on June
concerned from IITC should quickly clarify that this re24, 2014, para 7 seems to be the only relevant para in
port cannot be called IITC report, but only from the spethis context, which reads as follows: “Project Coordinacific 8 persons listed above. The authors should be asked
tor sought the directions from PMB about the modus
to remove the claim that this is IITC report.
operandi for follow-up actions after submission of the
IITR has poor track record and conflict of interfinal draft of GRBMP – such as responding to queries
est Here it is pertinent to note that of the four IITs inand comments on GRBMP and dealing with requests
volved in this report of IITC, IIT Roorkee (IITR) has
for other inputs on Ganga Basin received from governalready proven to have a poor and biased track record
ment and other agencies. He mentioned that IITC is
and should not have been involved in any case. The IITR
obliged to respond to such requests based on the work
was in fact commissioned in July 2010 by MOEF&CC to
done in preparing GRBMP, and the help of only active
do cumulative impact assessment of the hydropower
contributors of IITC would be needed rather than the
projects in Bhagirathi-Alaknanda basin. The report subexisting mechanism of going through PICC and PMB.
mitted by IITR was so pathetic that it was not accepted
Professor Manna, Director, IIT Kanpur stated that IIT
and it invited adverse comments from official agencies
Kanpur is willing to take the responsibility on behalf of
5
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Committee on River Valley
Projects, the Inter Ministerial Group on Ganga Basin
Projects and also the Supreme Court of India in Aug
2013 order. (The report was
also criticized by other
organisations[1].)
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recommended to be dropped
and 24th project, namely
the Kotli Bhel 1A project
which has been recommended to be dropped/
modified by the WII and EB.
IITC had neither the expertise nor the mandate to submit such a report. The
MOEF&CC should not be
relying on this report and
rather coming out with its
own position as directed by the Supreme Court of India
repeatedly, keeping in mind the issues and merits of the
two expert reports, both submitted following two separate apex court orders.

IIT Roorkee involved in IIT Consortium had initially prepared Cumulative Impact Assessment
Report of the same Upper Ganga Basin which was
of poor quality and invited adverse comments from
official agencies and Supreme Court. To include
IITR in this effort raises issues of credibility as well
as conflict of interest.

Thus, IITR stands discredited on the precise issue of
cumulative impacts of hydropower projects in
Bhagirathi-Alaknanda basin. To include such an institute for another IITC report now on the same issue not
only brings discredit to the whole effort, but raises the
issue of conflict of interest.

While some issues are based on procedures and propriety, other issues relate to merit of IITC recommendations as they do not hold the experience or expertise to
deal with serious problems related to cumulative impacts, terrestrial biodiversity and RET species, deforestation, and disaster potential of the region. Thus, on both
these counts (technical and merit based), the IITC Report is under cloud and does not hold enough ground to
base further informed decisions.
Conclusion In view of the above, it is clear that IITC
report is not adequate, reliable, or consistent to take a
decision about 23 hydropower projects which have been

It is unfortunate that IITC has submitted a report that
is obviously music to both hydropower developers and
government. MoEF&CC has already offered more such
work to IITC. We hope IITC will go beyond such short
term interests and be more consistent, professional and
work towards rejuvenation of the Ganga and other rivers.
This current work is discrediting their future work of
GRBMP too.
- Himanshu Thakkar, SANDRP
(Being an IIT Mumbai alumni myself,
I write this with a sense of sadness)

Vishnuprayag Project destroyed in June 2013 floods, Photo Matu Jansangathan
[1] For example, see: http://www.sandrp.in/hydropower/Pathetic_Cumulative_Impact_Assessment_of_Ganga_ Hydro_projects.pdf
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National Green Tribunal’s Fourth Foundation Day:
Why such a pro hydro bias?
The National Green Tribunal, NGT marked its 4th Foundation Day on 18 October 2014, with an impressive fanfare. A full day function was organized at the Plenary
hall of the capital’s iconic Vigyan Bhawan. NGT in this
short span has acquired a formidable reputation as a
unique, vibrant, active institute with independent &
unbiased mind and forthright, quick redressal of petitions that come to it.
The function in two separate sessions, one in the forenoon and the other in the afternoon (a Seminar) was
attended by large number of government officials, judicial officers, advocates, law school students, NGT petitioners and office bearers and members of the NGT Bar
association.

the NGT, Mr Justice Dr. P. Jyothimani, Judicial Member, Principal Bench, NGT, Prof. R. Nagendra, and Dr.
D.K. Agarwal, Expert Members at the NGT also spoke
and graced the dais.
The function included, in addition to the addresses by
the invited dignitaries, the release of 2nd issue of NGT
International Journal; the launch of new NGT Website
(in the first session) and address by invitee experts (in
the second session).
In the first session Mr Javadekar informed the gathering about his political beginnings from a water pollution struggle activist against factory pollution and Mr
Lavasa categorically stated that the NGT is playing an
extremely crucial role and that there is no move to dilute its powers in any manner. It was in the second session that very controversially one Mr M.K. Pandit was
invited to speak as an invited expert.

Invited dignitaries included Mr Justice Ranjan Gogoi
(Judge, Supreme Court), Prakash Javadekar (Union
Minister of State for Environment, Forests and Climate
Change) and Ashok Lavasa
(Secretary, MoEF&CC) in
the forenoon session and Mr Blatant pro-hydro bias is unwarranted and out of
Justice Sudhanshu Jyoti
place for an NGT Foundation Day Function An
Mukhopadhaya (Judge, Supreme Court) and Piyush NGT platform should not have been allowed to be
Goyal (Union Minister of used for such biased presentation. We hope the bias
state for Power, Coal and
apparent in this aberration is just that, an aberranew and renewable energy).
Mr Justice Swatanter tion and does not run deeper.
Kumar, the Chairperson of

Even as an invited speaker,
he was only eulogizing the
great merits of high dams
receiving approving glances
from the power minister on
an NGT seminar whose
topic was “Natural Disasters, Environment & Role of
NGT with special reference
to Uttarakhand, J&K,

NGT Foundation Function on Oct 18, 2014 Source: FB page of Information and Broadcasting Ministry
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asked him to keep quite.

Mr. Pandit began with highlighting how recent and
how fragile the Himalayas were and that a 8+
richter scale earthquake in central Himalayas was
round the corner that could flatten Dehradun. Very
soon, his nearly 25 minute long speech changed
track as if on a cue to how great the hydropower
dam projects in the Himalayas were for the power
security of the country. The Union Power Minister
had by then just joined the function to nod in full
agreement with all that the Mr. Pandit was narrating. The audience on the other hand was left perplexed as to what was happening.

Secondly, Mr. Pandit is not
a neutral expert, but an interested party. As leader of
scores of pro hydro Environmental Impact Assessments
that he has led as part of the
CISMHE[1] team (Center
for Inter-disciplinary studies of Mountain and Hill
Environment) has earned
them millions as they also
continue to mint more
money. Typical of Indian
EIAs, no EIA done by
CISMHE has ever raised any difficult questions for the
developers. It has also never concluded that any of the
projects is unviable. CISMHE EIAs are as shoddy, incomplete and inadequate as any other [2]. For example
on Luhri HEP, the CISMHE EIA was so problematic that
even the Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate
Change’s Expert Appraisal Committee on River Valley
Projects and the World Bank found it inadequate and
unreliable.

It became clearer, when a
pointed question asked by
Shri Manoj Misra of
Yamuna Jiye Abhiyaan
about what would have
been the Tehri dam scenario
if the Uttarakhand high
rainfall event had occurred
in the peak monsoon
months of July, August or
September and not on 16
June 2013 (as in fact happened in Sept 2010, when
Tehri created a havoc in the
downstream, damaging its
own Koteshwar project[3]),
when the dam was almost
empty and only beginning to get filled, elicited an evasive response first by the Union Minister (we cannot have
structures planned for every 365 days in a year). And
later when Pandit ji tried to answer, he was asked to
shut without him being able to even respond to the other
two questions relating to how does he reconcile to the
fact of a high intensity earthquake visiting a region
where he had been advocating the dams; why was USA
(as also some other countries), the mecca of large Dams
bringing many of its dams down?

Interestingly, CISMHE website says: “Ministry of Power,
Government of India established CISMHE as an R&D
In any case, Mr. Maharaj Pandit was contradicting himCentre in power studies in environment in recognition
self, because he said something totally different in his
of its excellent past performance”. This means that there
article in The Hindu soon after the Uttarakhand disasis also conflict of interest here in CISMHE doing EIAs,
ter of June 2013: “Most downstream damage in othersince it has been set up as an R&D Centre by Ministry
wise flood-free areas is caused by dams and barrages,
of Power, that is itself a promoter and developer of hywhich release large volumes of water to safeguard engidropower projects. No wonder, Mr. Pandit said what the
neering structures. Dam operators often release more
Power Minister wanted to hear and Power Minister made
water during rains than the carrying capacity of downno efforts to hide his approval of what Mr Pandit was
stream areas, causing floods… Hydropower policy must
saying. Very strangely, Mr. Piyush Goyal claimed that
consider building fewer dams and prioritise those that
Tehri dam was an example of good project in the
have the least environmental and social costs. IndepenHimalayas that saved Uttarakhand in the floods of June
dent and serious monitoring of the catchment area treat2013. Mr. Goyal should
ment plans proposed by
know that this claim
Forest Departments
had absolutely no basis
with funds from hydroand even an Expert
power companies need
Body appointed by the
to be carried out and
Supreme Court of Inreported to the Green
dia has shown, after
Tribunal.” In fact then
listening to THDC,
in June 2013, he was on
CWC and others that
TV channels almost
such a claim has no scievery night, talking
entific foundation. Mr.
about how Himalayas
Pandit did try to suphave the highest dam
port the unfounded
density in the world
contention of Mr.
and that is such a big
Mountains of Muck deposited by Srinagar Project.
Goyal, but the minister
invitation to disaster!
Photo: Matu Jansangathan
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But he seems ready to change his stand to please the
minister or the hydro project developers.
It seems as if Mr. Pandit had been invited to justify the
building of dams in the Himalayas in front of a large
gathering of impressionable judicial officials and young
student minds. It is possible that it was also intended to
influence the minds of NGT members (judicial and experts) and other persons from judiciary in the face of a
number of proposed dams being challenged before the
various NGT benches and courts.
If a proper seminar was indeed planned on such an important matter, then there should have been several
speakers on wide range of perspectives and topics and
not just one speaker with conflict of interest and a clear
agenda? The only other technical speaker, Dr. R.
Nagendran, an expert member with NGT southern
bench spoke sensibly on how unscientific management
of sanitary projects in hilly regions lead to parallel
“Faeco-microbial disaster” which is difficult to tackle.
Mr. Ritwick Dutta, secretary of NGT bar association said
that the information about Mr. Pandit speaking from
NGT platform was not available in public domain and it
is not clear how he was selected as a speaker. Such bla-
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tant pro hydro bias in an NGT foundation day meeting
is certainly unwarranted and out of place for an NGT
function. An NGT platform should not have been allowed
to be used for such biased presentation. We hope the
bias apparent in this aberration is just that, an aberration and does not run deeper, considering that some hydropower professionals have been appointed on NGT
benches.
We hope that at least in future the NGT, a statutory
judicial body, otherwise doing a great job for the protection of environment, would be more careful in not letting its platform get used by the vested interests. The
formidable reputation that NGT has acquired with a lot
of remarkable orders should not be allowed to be affected
by this one incident. NGT indeed needs to be strengthened in every way and not weakened in any manner. It
would also help if the NGT were to distance itself from
this biased episode.
- Pushp Jain, EIA Research and Response Centre
(http://www.ercindia.org/, Pushp Jain
pushp@ercindia.org) &
SANDRP (based on interviews with those who were
present at the NGT foundation day meeting)

Srinagar Town deep in sediments dumped by Srinagar Project. Photo: BBC

[1] http://www.cismhe.org/
[2] For example, see: http://sandrp.wordpress.com/2014/04/11/the-world-bank-drops-funding-usd-650-m-for-the-luhri-hydroproject-victory-for-the-sutlej-bachao-jan-sangharsh-samiti/, http://sandrp.wordpress.com/2014/07/09/pauk-heo-tato-i-hydropower-projects-cismes-shoddy-eias-seven-big-hydro-on-third-order-tributary-of-brahmaputra/, http://sandrp.wordpress.com/
2014/10/06/manipulating-environment-forest-clearances-for-dibang-project-deja-vu-lshp-history-repeated-will-it-be-tragedyor-comedy/
[3] For details, see: http://sandrp.wordpress.com/2013/06/28/uttarakhand-floods-truth-about-thdc-and-central-water-commissions-claims-about-tehri/ and http://sandrp.wordpress.com/2013/08/07/is-thdc-preparing-to-repeat-the-disaster-tehri-createdin-sept-2010/
[4] http://sandrp.wordpress.com/2014/04/29/report-of-expert-committee-on-uttarakhand-flood-disaster-role-of-heps-welcome-recommendations/
[5] http://www.greentribunal.gov.in/
[6] http://www.greentribunal.gov.in/Writereaddata/Downloads/circular7Oct14.pdf
[7] http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/nature-avenges-its-exploitation/article4834480.ece
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Dibang ‘Insensitivity’ Analysis
Forest Advisory Committee recommends a project that will submerge nearly 12000 acres forest
Reaching exasperating lows of environment decision
making, the Forest Advisory Committee (FAC) has recommended Forest Clearance to the 3000 MW Dibang
Project on Dibang River in Arunachal Pradesh.

above, the recommendation has come at 10 mts height
decrease, for which the FAC had rejected the project and
MoEF had issued a rejection letter in the past. As we
discussed in detail in our article1 on Dibang project, the
twice-rejected project was
up for discussions again in
Unbelievably, this recommendation has come at just Sept 2014 only after consid10 meters height reduction of the dam from the pro- erable arm-twisting of the
posed 288 meters. This same proposal was rejected MEFCC by the Cabinet
Committee of Investment,
twice by the FAC in the past despite this token 10 Ministry of Power, Project
meter height reduction. In April 2014, the FAC said Developer NHPC and
that 10 mt reduction does not take care of any per- Arunachal State Governtinent impacts for which the proposal was rejected ment. This time it was for a
supposed
Sensitivity
in the first place in July 2013! A 10 m reduction Analysis (done by the dewould still mean destruction of 3.24 lakh trees and veloper!) for studying the
submergence of 4577.84 hectares, nearly 12000 feasibility of reducing the
height of the project upto 40
acres, of rich bio-diverse forest.
meters from its original
height of 288 meters.

The usually reticent
MoEFCC too had issued a
strong-worded rejection to
this scheme in August 2014,
stating that 10 meters reduction is nothing in the
face of what is being lost.
The rejection letter stated:
“Such a marginal reduction
in requirement of the forest
land (445 hectares reduction, reducing forest requirement from 5056 hectares to 4577 hectares) for the
project may not be able to
reduce the adverse impact of
project
on
such
a
biodiversity-rich mature forest ecosystem to the extent
which could make the project environmentally as well
as socio-economically viable in forest dependent tribal
society of Arunachal Pradesh”.

This shows that the decision of FAC is devoid of merits,
will invite huge opposition from Arunachal Pradesh,
Downstream Assam, North East India, and even beyond
and will not pass legal scrutiny. The decision seems to
have been taken under pressure from the political masters. Union Power Minister Piyush Goyal has been
dreaming of clearance to this project, as is clear from
his road map published on completion of 100 days of
office for the new NDA government[2]. He has also been
pressurizing the MoEFCC to clear the project by hook
or by crook. The FAC was reconstituted and the reconstituted FAC has obliged the minister in its very first
meeting. In the process, the entire FAC has violated its
mandate and should be held accountable for this.

This Sensitivity Analysis was not shared with anyone,
not even the FAC members till the day of the FAC meeting, breaking all codes of conduct of transparency, participation and informed decision making in governance.
SANDRP wrote about this to the Minister and Secretary of MoEFCC as well as the Member of the FAC, but
received no response.
Looking at the minutes, it is clear that the FAC members have lapped up the logic presented by the developer and the Ministry of Power which in a nutshell says
that “10 meters reduction is sufficient as the ratio of forest land required per MW is lowest at 10 meters reduction.” This twisted logic reduces all decision making related to forests, even biodiversity-rich forests supporting endemic, unstudied species, local protests, downstream impacts etc., to mere number crunching of forest per MW. This criteria alone cannot be the basis for
decision for forest appraisal committee.

Before the minutes of the September FAC meeting were
As per the sensitivity analysis by NHPC, the ratio forout on Oct 22, 2014 (there was an inordinate delay this
est land required per MW for 40 meters reduction is 1.67
time, raising suspicion of negotiated minutes and again
MW/ hectare, which is same as no height reduction and
breaking all norms of con1.78 MW/ hectare in case of
duct), there was discussion Per MW forest land required and per Unit Tariff 20 meter reduction. In
in media that Dibang was from a project are anything but objective criteria terms of tariff, for 40 meters
cleared, but even the hardreduction, the power tariff
core skeptics believed that for FAC. FAC is supposed to apply its mind to a will be 6.24 Rs./unit while
this recommendation must number of issues like the ones above. If FAC was it is 5.66 Rs/unit 10 meters
have come after a 20 meter not supposed to apply its mind to these aspects and reduction, 5.94 Rs./unit 20
or 40 meter height reducmeters reduction and 5.64
its judgment, there was no need for an FAC, Power Rs. at zero reduction. The
tion, for obvious reasons.
ministry and developer could have taken the deci- installed capacity will reBut the FAC seems to have
duce by 120 MW (4%) MW
outdone itself. As stated sion independently
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fact recommended the project “subjectively”, bowing to
pressures outside their ambit.

How did NHPC reach this conclusion? What is the value
Sham consideration of Downstream Impacts About
of the mature, old growth forest land considered by
Impact of the project on Dibru-Saikhowa National Park,
NHPC? Without knowing
the User Agency said that
this, how can this conclu- The FAC decision does not address any pertinent the issue was considered by
sion be acceptable to the
EAC and it has recomFAC? It has to be remem- issues raised by the same FAC while rejecting the mended clearance based on
bered that Dibang is not an project, it also does not address downstream im- the fact that there is less
exclusive hydropower pacts on Assam or assume any value for a rich for- than 1 meter level fluctuaproject, but a multipurpose
tion at DSNP.
project with a flood mod- est. There is no discussion why 20 meters or 40
This claim is untrue as the
eration component and meters reduction is not seriously considered by FAC.
level fluctuation at DSNP
costs have to be borne for Decision-making based on such biased, proponentcan go way higher than a
this. The proponent said:
meter, anywhere from 7-8
driven
criteria
is
bound
to
be
open
to
legal
chal“Decrease in dam height
feet every day in lean seaand consequent sacrifice of lenge and public protests.
son, according to the studpower generation beyond 10
ies considered by the EAC of
mt is not commensurate with saving forest land.”
the MoEFCC itself.
While the proponent and Ministry of Power did their
To conclude, pricing mature, biodiversity-rich forests
best for pushing the project, the FAC did not do its duty
in terms of per MW terms is an insult of those forests,
of stating that the sensitivity analysis put forth by NHPC
the communities that depend on them and to the manis a sham as it does not consider the worth of the forest
date of FAC. Downstream impacts of Dibang project are
being lost.
not studied, the impacts on Dibru-Saikhowa are based
In this sabji-mandi haggling, when FAC had all the waon compromised studies. If the FAC or project developtertight justifications for rejecting the project, it did not
ers think that the project is not economically viable with
bat for even a 40 meter reduction, which could have saved
wise environmental safeguards, then it logically qualinearly 1355 hectares of forests and would have had a
fies for being dropped, not pushed.
marginal impact on other factors. Its unclear why this
There is no merit in newly appointed FAC decision and
happened.
it is sad to see that there is no dissenting note from a
Only one of the FAC members tried to battle the case
single member. The unnamed member who expressed
saying that 10-40 meter reduction still does not address
dissent in the meeting has not written anything about
the upstream and downstream impacts, especially conthis in public domain. Decisions like Dibang lay further
sidering the biodiversity rich area. The minutes do not
foundations for poor, pro-developer, anti-people, antidisclose the name of this member, but it seems the brute
environment decisions taken due to pressure from promajority (majority of FAC members are govt officials)
ponent and other ministries. Such decisions will not be
took the official line, alleging “subjectivity” and said that
legally tenable, nor acceptable to affected communities,
“To reduce subjectivity, it is important to analyse the
nor good for sustainability and equity. In fact, by such
issue objectively on objective parameters”. Forgetting
reversals, FAC decisions are losing their sanctity.
that this is Forest Appraisal committee, not Power DeIsn’t it ironical that the new government changed the
veloper Committee.
name of the MoEF to MoEFCC but is sanctioning masThis is ironical. It was indeed the duty of the FAC to
sive projects like Dibang which will have far reaching
appraise the project “objectively” based on issues like
impacts on Climate Change as well as adaption and mitidestruction of 3.24 lakh trees, invaluable forests, ungation abilities of the affected communities? Without
studied biodiversity, rich wildlife and several Schedule
even considering these aspects or even mentioning them?
I species, community dependence, traditional rights,
- Parineeta Dandekar,
downstream impacts, climate change impacts, options
parineeta.dandekar@gmail.com
assessment, etc. But it did nothing of that and has in
[1] For details see: https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2014/10/06/manipulating-environment-forest-clearances-for-dibang-projectdeja-vu-lshp-history-repeated-will-it-be-tragedy-or-comedy/, https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2014/05/17/dibang-project-rejectedforest-clearance-for-the-second-time/
[2] http://www.piyushgoyal.in/uploadedfiles/views/ministry_english_booklet.pdf
[3] http://www.theguardian.com/environment/india-untamed/2014/oct/22/indias-largest-dam-given-clearance-but-still-faces-floodof-opposition
[4] https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2013/04/25/kalu-dam-in-western-ghats-fac-goes-back-on-its-word-without-any-justification/
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“Strengthen and not dilute Environment Laws”
Submission to the High Level Committee to Review Environment Laws
The review of Environmental Laws is currently being
undertaken by the High Level Committee (HLC) constituted by the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change. The task is huge and requires a much
more detailed, comprehensive, real and effective consultative process than what is currently being done. The
Committee is well within its right to say that such a
task cannot be undertaken within such a limited and
unrealistic time frame (2 months) and without the required expert composition.
The committee must give suggestions only on how to
strengthen environmental law in India and not dilute
environmental laws. Undermining environmental law
is disastrous for the people, environment and even for
economic development. It is pertinent to point out some
events which have occurred in recent times which reflects on how the decisions on environment have had
disastrous consequences both for the people and the
economy.
Contrary to what is generally projected by the
Industry Associations
and a section of the
press, environmental
laws are not the cause of
slow economic growth.
Rather speedy and
hasty approvals have
been the cause of both
environmental, social
and economic loss and
damage. It is imperative
to focus on some facts
which would be relevant.

An analysis of the approvals granted by the Regional
Office of the MoEF based on recommendation of State
Advisory group, the rate of approval is 78 Percent.
The Expert Advisory Committee (EAC) constituted under the EIA Notification 2006 undertakes the task of
appraisal at remarkable speed and hasty manner. It is
worth quoting from the Judgments of Courts and Tribunals on the manner in which appraisal is done by the
Expert Committees.
A. Samata Versus Union of India [National Green
Tribunal , Appeal No 9 of 2011,] [Thermal Power Plant
in Andhra Pradesh]

‘For a huge project as the one in the instant case, a thermal power plant with an estimated cost of Rs. 11,838
crore, covering a total area of 1675 acres of land, the
consideration for approval has been done in
India’s Environmental laws are a result of people’s such a cursory and arbitrary manner even withstruggle, international conventions, commitments and
out taking note of the
judicial pronouncements and are aimed at ensuring sus- implication and importainable development. While a review is being pushed, tance of environmental
issues. On the same day
there is no clarity of either the objectives or the purpose of
the EAC took for apthis review.
praisal not only the thermal power plant in quesIn any case, the review will have to follow the Principle tion, but also other
on Non-Regression and link Environmental Laws to ba- projects which would be
indicative of the haste
sic Human Rights.
and speedy exercise of
its function of appraisal
of the project.

The Ministry of Environment and Forest and its various expert committees never reject a project totally. Even
if the approval is declined in one meeting it is presented
in a subsequent meeting with minor modification. One
can cite the recent case of Dibang Hydro Electric project
in Arunachal Pradesh which was recommended for forest clearance despite being rejected twice by the Forest
Advisory Committee.
On an average 333 acres of Forest Land is diverted each
day by the Ministry of Environment and Forest under
the Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980. This does not include forest land below 40 hectares and those illegally
1

diverted.1 India already has a very high rate of forest
loss.

B. Utkarsh Mandal Versus Union of India [1]
“As regards the functioning of the EAC, from the response of the MoEF to the RTI application referred to
hereinbefore, it appears that the EAC granted as many
as 410 mining approvals in the first six months of 2009.
This is indeed a very large number of approvals in a
fairly short time. We were informed that the EAC usually takes up the applications seeking environmental
clearance in bulk and several projects are given clearance in one day. This comes across as an unsatisfactory
state of affairs. The unseemly rush to grant environmental clearances for several mining projects in a single

See report of EIA Response Centre at: http://www.ercindia.org/index.php/erc-in-news/national-news/816-india-losing-135-hectares-forestdaily-rti and http://www.ercindia.org/index.php/714
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day should not be at the cost of environment itself. The
spirit of the EAC has to be respected. We do not see how
more than five applications for EIA clearance can be
taken up for consideration at a single meeting of the
EAC. This is another matter which deserves serious consideration at the hands of MoEF.”
C. Gauraxa Hitraxa Pauchav Trust Vs Union of
India [Appeal No 47 of 2012 of NGT] [Pipava port,
Gujarat]
“The relevant observations in the EAC meeting reveal
that the presentation made by the Project Proponent
was accepted as “gospel truth””
D. Sreeranganathan K.P and ors Vs Union of India: [Appeal No 172 -174 of 2013] [Aranmula Airport,
Kerala]
“The Tribunal is able to notice a thorough failure on the
part of the EAC in performing its duty of proper consideration and evaluation of the project by making a detailed scrutiny before approving the same……The EAC is
constituted consisting of a Chairman and number of
members who are experts from different fields only with
the sole objective of national interest in order to ensure
establishment of new projects or expansion of already
existing activity without affecting the ecological and
environmental conditions. Thus, a duty is cast upon the
EAC or SEAC as the case may be to apply the cardinal
and Principle of Sustainable Development and Principle
of Precaution while screening, scoping and appraisal of
the projects or activities. While so, it is evident in the
instant case that the EAC has miserably failed in the
performance of its duty not only as mandated by the
EIA Notification, 2006, but has also disappointed the
legal expectations from the same.
The above list is only illustrative and there are many
other judgments reflecting the situation with respect to
haste with which approvals are granted.
While undertaking any review the Committee must keep
into account the following facts, issues and ground realities.
India’s Environmental laws are a result of people’s
struggle, international conventions, commitments and
judicial pronouncements and are aimed at ensuring sustainable development. Most provisions of the India’s
environmental laws have been an outcome of International Conventions pursuant to Article 253 of the Constitution eg, the Public Hearings and Environment Impact Assessment became part of India’s legal framework
pursuant to the Rio Declaration of 1992 and the National
Green Tribunal was set up pursuant to India’s commitment to Principle 10 of the Rio Declaration.
‘Principle on Non-Regression’ has to be applied
while undertaking review The principle of non-re-
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gression is understood as the requirement that norms
which have already been adopted by states may not be
revised in ways which would imply going backwards on
the previous standard of protection [2] This principle
has been traditionally recognized in the area of human
rights – that is, once a human right is recognized it cannot be restrained, destroyed or repealed. This theme is
echoed in almost all the major international instruments
on human rights, including the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights. [3] Environmental rights are closely
related to human rights as well, including cultural and
social rights, and can be interpreted to apply in the context of environmental protection as well. In addition,
the principle is increasingly being invoked in the context of environmental protection. The European Union
has adopted this view through a resolution: [4]
97. Calls for the recognition of the principle of non-regression in the context of environmental protection as
well as fundamental rights.
The Resolution of the UN General Assembly as the
outcome document of the Rio+20 United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development reflects the acceptance of this principle as well:[5]
20. We acknowledge that since 1992 there have been
areas of insufficient progress and setbacks in the integration of the three dimensions of sustainable development, aggravated by multiple financial, economic, food
and energy crises, which have threatened the ability of
all countries, in particular developing countries, to
achieve sustainable development. In this regard, it is
critical that we do not backtrack from our commitment
to the outcome of the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development. We also recognize that
one of the current major challenges for all countries,
particularly for developing countries, is the impact from
the multiple crises affecting the world today.
Therefore, the principle of non-regression applies as a
human and fundamental right, as well as under the principles of environmental law – like “sustainable development” and precautionary principle”.
The concept of Sustainable Development has to be comprehensively understood and cannot be equated only
with economic growth. The Rio Declaration of 1992 has
to be comprehensively understood and read not in isolation but as a whole. Public hearings (Principle 10), EIA
(Principle 17) Precautionary Principle (Principle 15),
Compensation and liability regime (Principle 13) are the
core of Sustainable Development and have been incorporated as part of national law. The aim should be to
further include these in various laws in a comprehensive manner. Rule of law, the right to participate effectively in matters which concerns one’s life.
Expert Committees, Advisory Committees, Appellate
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Forums constituted of Bureaucrats do not inspire confidence. This Committee must recommend that any committee or appellate forums should not have any bureaucrats. The working of the National Environment Appellate Authority (NEAA) is a classic example of failure due
to the fact that retired IAS and IFS officials were made
vice chairman and member.
The Delhi High Court in Vimal Bhai versus Union
of India [CM No. 15895/2005 in W.P. (C) 17682/2005
has held:
“The list produced by the petitioners of appeals before
the NEAA shows that most of the appeals disposed of
thus far have in fact been dismissed, comprised as it is
of retired bureaucrats, minus the Chairperson and Vice
Chairperson. The NEAA is, therefore, at present neither an effective nor an independent mechanism for redressing the grievances of the public in relation to the
environment clearances granted both either the State
or the Central Government.”
Conclusion There is clearly a need to review environmental laws. Yet neither the objective nor the purpose
of the present exercise is clear. The Environment (Pro-
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tection) Act, 1986 has numerous notifications issued
under it. It ranges from EIA Notification to rules regulating the use of Plastics and microorganisms. Will the
present review cover all these? These are issues which
need clarity. In addition, the Committee has to genuinely interact with all concerned persons across the country. The present process cannot be called consultative at
all.
India’s environment has already been impacted negatively due to hasty decisions as evident from numerous
decisions of the Courts, the least this HLC can do is not
to prepare a hasty report based on limited and one-sided
information and limited public interaction.
- Ritwick Dutta (ritwickdutta@gmail.com)
Environmental Lawyer,
Managing Trustee,
Legal Imitative for Forest and
Environment, New Delhi

[SANDRP’s Report on HLC: https://sandrp.wordpress.
com/2014/09/26/review-of-environment-laws-is-necessary-but-the-tsr-subramanian-hlc-lacks-credibility/]

Shirapur Lift Irrigation Scheme without Environmental Clearance or Wildlife Clearance

[1] Delhi High Court, 2009 http://www.indiankanoon.org/doc/188721650 [Mining in Goa]
[2] The Future of Environmental Law – Emerging Issues and Opportunities, Issue Brief 3, United Nations Environment
Programme (2012). Available at http://www.unep.org/delc/Portals/24151/IssueBriefTheme3.pdf
[3] Michel Prieur, “Non-regression in environmental law”, S.A.P.I.EN.S [Online], 5.2 (2012). Available at: http://sapiens.revues.org/
1405
[4] Resolution on developing a common EU position ahead of the United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development
(Rio+20). Document no. P7_TA-PROV(2011)0430. Available at: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/
getDoc.do?type=MOTION&reference=B7-2011-0522&format=XML&language=EN
[5] Resolution adopted by the UN General Assembly on 27 July, 2012. A/RES/66/288. Available at: http://www.un.org/ga/search/
view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/66/288&Lang=E
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MoEF&CC discourages Additional Studies during
Environmental Clearance
A Highly regressive and damaging step
The Union Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change (MoEFCC, formerly MoEF) has been issuing a slew of orders, circulars and Office Memorandums
(OM)[1] lately for “streamlining” Environmental and
Forest Clearance process. At the same time, the misleading, non-compliance, hiding of information, willfully
providing wrong information is rampant from project
proponent side, with MoEF taking no firm action. We
have illustrated this with very few examples below.
Take an example of OM issued on the 7th October, 2014
titled “Seeking additional studies by EACs/ SEACs
during appraisal of project beyond the Terms of
Reference (ToRs) prescribed under EIA[2] Notification 2006”(No. 22-A3/ 2O14-IA-III).[3]

mation provided by the proponents themselves at the
Scoping Clearance stage.
Looking at the EC process it seems hiding information,
providing false information, misleading the EAC and
even committing blatant violations has become the norm
rather than an exception. In very rare cases, when this
is exposed before EAC, they have asked for additional
studies (instead of taking any strong action, for example
rejecting the application or postponing decision till the
studies are done, as per the Law and prudent decision
making norms). The OM is effectively stating that EACs
should process applications based on any shoddy information they receive and should close their eyes even
when critical issues surface later in the process. This is
like accelerating a flawed process, in a race to the bottom.

In a nutshell, this OM states that “It has been brought
to its notice” that Expert Appraisal Committees (EAC
for short. EAC is at the center, considering EnvironmenRather than passing such OMs, the Ministry needs to
tal Clearances for bigger
ensure that all the steps of
projects) and State Expert
EC process are complied
Appraisal Committees A vast majority of orders passed lately by MoEFCC with. That’s not the case to(SEAC for short. SEAC is at
day and that’s a more pressare pro-industry and anti-environment. Drop by
State level, considering
ing problem than the addismaller projects for Envi- drop, such orders and circulars are making it im- tional studies. It is this nonronmental clearance) have possible to rely on the original Environment Acts compliance that is damagbeen asking for “additional
ing the “Spirit of EIA Notiand Notifications, as the orders have interpreted
studies which do not form a
fication 2006” about which
part of TOR” and this “de- Acts in convenient ways.
the MoEF seems to be least
lays the whole process and
concerned. There is no need
is against the spirit of EIA
for any additional OMs to
Notification (2006)” It further says that EAC/ SEAC
fix these issues, only real concern for spirit of EIA Notishould address all issues at the primary scoping clearfication and other related laws.
ance stage [4]itself, based on Form I submitted by the
Below we give a few examples which indicate the gapproponent and meeting of proponent with EAC and
ing holes in the current system is and how “not asking
should ensure that “no fresh issues are raised later” and
for fresh information or additional studies” will result
that additional information/ additional studies should
in severely flawed environmental decision making.
be asked only if it is proved to be “inevitable”.
Basic Project Information (Form I & PFR) has been inThis OM clearly seems to be brought out due to prescorrect, false or incomplete on many occasions:
sure from project-related ministries state and industry
The OM states that the EACs/ SEACs should base their
lobby. We need to understand that EACs and SEACs
TORs on basic project information (in the form of Form
were asking for Additional Studies in very rare cases.
I & Pre-feasibility Reports – PFR) submitted by the proEACs like the one on River valley and Hydropower
ponent and a brief meeting with the proponent. (Note
projects have a clearance record of 100% and rarely asks
here that there is no role for any external agency and
for additional studies. So what was the need for this
the Ministry is fully relying of the proponent for project
specific OM? This OM does not serve any purpose other
information submitted at this stage.) Form I asks limthan discouraging the committees from asking additional
ited questions and a number of times, the answers proinformation or studies post TOR stage and is a regresvided by the proponent are incorrect, incomplete or missive step.
leading. Seems to be a sure way to make wrong deciIn reality, the very need for asking such additional studsions, doesnt it? Some examples:
ies or information is due to severely compromised infor15
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Sonthi Lift Irrigation Scheme in Karnataka, the
Form I took the MoEF for a royal ride. The project was
already significantly finished, in violation of the EIA
notification and EPA (1986) when the officials approached MoEF for “Scoping” Clearance! And even after pointing out all the blatant violations, the MoEF accepted the project, with no action taken again the violators (Karnataka Neeravari Nigam Limited). We had
pointed this out at many stages.
In case of 1750 MW Lower Demwe Project in
Arunachal, which is part of a string of projects in Lohit
Basin with huge cumulative impacts and downstream
impacts on Assam, the Form I says “No cumulative impacts”.
In case of Shirapur Lift Irrigation Scheme in
Maharashtra, the Form I was a joke as the half-finished project with canals has been sitting idle for many
years in Solapur, blatantly violating EPA, 1986, affecting last habitats of the critically endangered Great India Bustard.
We and others have pointed this out to the EAC and
MoEFCC over the years, but no action was taken, thus
encouraging the developers. We have not heard of a
single instance when the MoEFCC has rejected the proposal based on problems with Form I/ PFR and as per
the Clause 8 (vi) of EIA Notification 2006, which is reiterated in the present OM. And now the Ministry wants
EAC to take action only based on such information, and
without any further studies!
No action is taken when EIA is prepared violating
granted Terms of Reference (TOR) The Ministry is
saying that asking for additional information is against
the spirit of EIA Notification 2006. The same Ministry
does not bat an eyelid when projects are recommended
EC (Environment Clearance) by EACs even when they
violate the TORs based on which the project received
first stage clearance! Is that not against the spirit of EIA
Notification?
Here too, SANDRP has pointed this out a large number
of times, but this has not been acknowledged in most
cases. Some examples include EIA EMP of Kalai II
Project in Arunachal Pradesh, 3000 MW Dibang Project
in Arunachal Pradesh, 660 MW Kiru and 560 MW Kwar
HEPs in Jammu and Kashmir, Sach Khas Project in
Himachal Pradesh etc.,.
Again this is just an indicative list, showing the extent
of real problems.
No action was taken when EIA was plagiarized
There have been multiple occasions when EIA is exceedingly shoddy and even plagiarized! In these cases too,
although it has been brought to the notice of EAC/ MoEF,
no action has been taken. For example: In case of
Mohanpura Irrigation Project in Madhya Pradesh,
16
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plagiarizing in WAPCOS EIA was pointed out to the EAC
by SANDRP and individual researchers . In case of
Sonthi lift Irrigation scheme, the entire EIA was so
poorly plagiarized by WAPCOS that even the name of
the original project (Kundalia major multipurpose
project from Madhya Pradesh) was all over the EIA for
a Karnataka Project! SANDRP pointed out this too, but
there was no response on this point.
No action was taken when EIA provided misleading information In several case like 3000 MW Dibang
project, EIA Agency and Project Proponent have provided misleading information. No action was taken when
this was pointed out. Some examples in this regard include: Bansujara Project, Chinki Multipurpose project
both in Madhya Pradesh, EIA in both cases done by
WAPCOS.
SANDRP and other organizations routinely look at the
EC process, and we are overwhelmed at the level of noncompliance happening at the proponent end as well as
EAC and MoEF level.The affected communities see how
their submissions are either misrepresented in the EIAs,
or just not considered by the EAC even when objections
are loud and clear in Public hearing reports (like in case
of Dibang EIA).
MoEFCC further denigrates the Public Consultation Process By discouraging additional studies, the
MoEFCC is suggesting that even public consultations
are immaterial. No more studies, after TOR please! This
is an insult of the public consultation process which
should form the heart of appraisal and assessment process. For the same reason, in many countries public hearing is conducted before granting Terms of Reference. In
the absence of any such provision, simply stating that
additional studies should not be recommended after TOR
stage is a seriously regressive step.
Project application documents not available in public
domain
For basic transparency in Environment appraisal process it is necessary that all the documents (Form 1 and
PFR at TOR stage & EIA-EMP and Public consultation
documents at EC stage) that accompany the application
for environmental clearance are put out in public domain well in advance ( at least ten days) before the
projects are discussed by EAC, as ordered by Central
Information Commission that in 2012. But this is not
happening. In fact the projects that are on the EAC
agenda are many times not even listed on the relevant
environment
clearance
website
(http://
environmentclearance.nic.in/).
The situation has particularly worsened since June 2014,
after the new BJP-led government came to power at the
centre. It is on areas like these that we need MoEFCC
to be pro-active. (Pass some OMs here!)
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In the end The system of Environmental Appraisal and
Clearance today lacks accountability, transparency,
democratic norms and compliance. Some of the major
reasons for asking for additional studies is when the
Form I, PFR and EIA do not adequately address issues.
In order to bring in speed and accountability in the appraisal process, there is a need to:
• Blacklist and debar EIA consultants which provide
plagiarized, misleading or false data in EIA reports
• Reject applications based on false or misleading Form
I – PFR
• Reject applications which do not conform with TORs
granted
• Consider submissions received from civil society and
affected groups at the time of TORs and EC process
carefully and consider these as inputs and help for a
holistic appraisal, not as adversaries. Invite
organisations/ individuals in the EAC meetings when
those specific projects are discussed.
• MoEFCC needs to ask EAC to show application of
mind while appraising projects, submissions, public
hearing processes and considering proponent’s response. This serious consideration by the part of EAC
should be reflected unambiguously in the minutes of
the EAC meetings.
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indicating knowledge, experience and independence
on environment issues. A recent NGT order asked
MoEFCC to do exactly, this, but MoEFCC has yet to
implement this order.
• MoEFCC needs to ensure that all the relevant documents for projects on EAC agenda are put in public
domain at least ten days in advance of the EAC meeting, as directed by the Central Information Commission. In absence of such documents in public domain,
the EAC should not be considering the projects.
(MoEFCC should in fact come out with a notification
on this!)
• Reject projects which have violated EPA (1986) and
EIA Notification (2006). Here too, the MoEFCC regularizes blatant violations by passing OMs.
• Most of the above is enshrined in the EIA Notification (2006) and the Environment Protection Act
(2006) and there is no need for passing any OM for
this, but such steps will automatically make the EC
process not only efficient and swift, but also responsive, pro-environment and pro-people.
And this should be the main concern of Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change.

• MoEFCC needs to appoint as members and chairpersons of EAC only such persons with a track record

- Parineeta Dandekar
(parineeta.dandekar@gmail.com)
with inputs from Himanshu Thakkar
(ht.sandrp@gmail.com)

Sonthi Lift Irrigation Scheme in Karnataka Ready before TOR Clearance

[1] http://www.moef.nic.in/circulars
[2] EIA: Environmental Impact Assessment
[3] http://moef.gov.in/sites/default/files/OM_EAC_SEAC_07_10_2014.pdf
[4] Scoping clearance stage is first stage of Environmental Appraisal Process when the EAC grants Terms of Reference (TOR) to
the project based on which Environment Impact Assessment is carried out later
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Ramganga Project: A performance Review
Massive impacts of Ramganga Project
The Ramganga multipurpose project1, from the point of
view of the government, is an eminently successful
project. From the date of its commissioning in 1974, government reports declare that it has been fulfilling its
stated objectives2. These were to bring an area of 5.90
lakh hectares under irrigation, control floods downstream, supply 5.5 cumecs to Delhi and generate 451
million units of power annually.

river- fear. Deveshwari Devi of Kalagarh described the
situation of the people of her town as ‘The dam has
brought us no benefits, only losses. Dia tale andhera. It
is always darkest beneath the flame.’
The residents of Kalagarh and the neighbouring villages
earlier approached the river for fishing, cutting grass,
collecting wood, and farming. Since 2010, a fear of the
river has brought all activities to a halt, says Nabab
Ahmed who has not fished in the river for the last four
years.
23 kilometers downstream of Kalagarh is Harewali barrage. The people near this barrage find their lives entirely governed by nebulous ‘authorities’ with total control over their lives and livelihoods.
Just a generation ago the farmers of Bhagota harvested
three crops a year. These crops were a diverse array of
grains such as wheat, rice and corn, along with sugarcane and vegetables. The Ramganga would bring in silt
with its annual floods and replenish the fertility of the
soil. The same floods would also recharge the soil’s moisture. In addition to the crops, people harvested the fish
that made their way up and down the Ramganga as per
their breeding cycle. This quiet and self-sufficient life
was shared by many other villages including Parmawala
and Shahajahanpur.
In the middle of the 1970s, life changed drastically. The
villages were divided into ‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’
of the barrage. Like the world ‘through the looking-glass’,
they now lead lives drastically opposed to each other.

A data-based examination of each objective and whether
it has actually been met by the project is outside the
scope of this article, which presents the stories of people
whose experience of the dam differs substantially from
the ‘official’ version. These histories were gathered during several rounds of surveys and interviews with people
living along the Ramganga at Kalagarh and Harewali.
Kalagarh is where the main storage dam of the
Ramganga river valley project is located. The people of
Kalagarh have only one reaction when it comes to the

The Harewali Barrage impounds the water let down by
Kalagarh dam and diverts it to the Khoh river, from
where it is taken to the Upper Ganga canal system. Confusing, isn’t it? This confusion pales in front of the upside-down river cycle that the people of Bhagota, upstream of the barrage, are subject to. From 15 November to 15 June, the barrage gates are closed and the
people’s farmlands are flooded. This effectively does away
with the Rabi and summer crop seasons. What is left is
paddy cultivation during the Kharif season, and even
that is at the mercy of the Dam gods. Often, the dam
authorities do not open the dam gates till long after the
scheduled 15 June date. This means that the farmers
lose out on the sowing period. Similarly, often the gates
are closed before the middle of November, which means
that they lose the harvest.

1

UP Irrigation department. Ramganga- Asia’s highest earth and rock fill dam. http://irrigation.up.nic.in/ptr/ramganga.htm

2

Agricultural Finance Corporation ltd. 2012. Report on environmental evaluation study of Ramganga major irrigation project. Volume 1.
Central Water Commission, Environmental impact assessment directorate. February 2012
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Fishing is no longer as per the migratory cycle of the
fish, but as per dam releases. When Kalagarh opens its
gates, the fish from the reservoir are washed downstream, only to be trapped at Harewali. Thus, the fish
upstream of Kalagarh are isolated, their breeding
rhythms broken. Just a generation after the building of
the dams, the fishers are already seeing the impact of
this isolation of the fish breeding populations. Fish sizes
have decreased, and the relative proportions of different species are changing.
The agricultural cycle of the downstream villages of
Shahajahanpur and Parmawala is forced to move on a
diametrically different level. For them, the months between June and November are a time of intense floods.
They are well able to live full flows during the
‘chaumasa’, the monsoon. What causes them distress are
the unannounced releases prior to and after the
chaumasa. They confirmed the Bhagota residents’ claims
that releases outside the scheduled dates cause great
damage to crops.
‘Paalej’ farming is the cultivation of cucurbits- melons,
gourds and cucumbers- along the silty banks of the river
after it recedes post-monsoon. This crop is sown immediately after the monsoon as increasing areas of the
banks emerge from the river, and harvested in the summer before the floods come. Now, often unexpected releases come in the late monsoon, or early in the season.
Razia, a paalej farmer, sowed the fields she rents from a
landed farmer three times in 2013- and lost the crop
anyway. Further, the dam has altered the sediment characteristics so that instead of bringing in fine silt the river
brings in coarse sand. This decreases yield even further.
Razia is the last of the Paalej farmers in her village.
People no longer practise what they term a gamble.
Those farmers lucky enough to own land have gone in
for growing sugarcane, withstands most flooding. It too
can be flattened by the sand brought in during ‘emergency’ releases. Om Prakash told me that such a release
this year took away both his fields in Parmawala, and
also his 20-year old son. Three days after Raksha
Bandhan, the young man had gone to the fields to strip
the cane leaves for fodder. There was a sudden release
of water, and the young man was never seen again. A
sign posted on the barrage relieves the dam authorities
of any culpability in such incidents.
Where do our Technocrats stand on this issue? At a recent meeting in Kanpur, several authorities including
Dr. Tare, IIT consortium and Mr. Singh, retired official
of UP irrigation expressed their opinion it is the people
that need to adapt to the situation. Progress is needed,
they said.
Dubious progress in the canal command area, sure devastation along the river. Progress.
- Chicu Lokgariwar, (chicu.l@gmail.com)
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Narmada Estuary
The treasure trove of Hilsa fish and fisherfolk needs protection
Pungent fishy smell is the first thing that grabs your
attention in Bhadbhut village in Bharuch District of
Gujarat, which lies on the estuary of the mighty
Narmada River, as it meets the Arabian Sea. Every alternate shop in every small lane sells fresh fish and by
11 in the morning, first lot of fresh fish is ice packed in
thermocol boxes, all set for far off places like Kolkata
and Delhi. Before I was told, I saw for myself that fishing in the Narmada Estuary is the backbone of coastal
Bharuch district.
Just 5.15 kilometers from here is the planned Bhabhut
Barrage on the Narmada River. What will happen to
Bharuch if barrage is constructed? This is the reason
why I am here. To understand the implications of this
barrage on lives of thousands of fisherfolk from this estuary and on the famed Hilsa fish, that mysterious silver river migrant, on which the fishing economy depends
nearly exclusively.

Hilsa Fish caught in Bhadbhut Estuary Photo: Amruta
Pradhan

critics hold that Kalpasar is in fact an abbreviation of
Kalpanic Sarovar, an imaginary reservoir) project which
is supposed to be one of the biggest in the world pro-

Bhadbhut Village Photo: Amruta Pradhan

Hilsa is a marine fish that arrives in the brackish water
of estuary for spawning normally inhabiting the lower
region of the estuaries and the foreshore areas of the
sea. For India the peak upstream migration of hilsa in
most of the rivers is generally in the monsoon months of
July and August and continues upto October or November.
Bhadbhut barrage will be constructed at 5.15 km downstream of village Bhadbhut and 25 km upstream of river
mouth. It is part of a gargantuan Kalpasar project
pushed by the State Government. Kalpasar (pragmatic
20

poses to construct a 30 km long dam (one of the longest
in the world) across the Gulf of Khambhat between
Bharuch and Bhavnagar districts1. The reservoir is supposed to trap the water of twelve rivers that empty their
water in the gulf, including Narmada, Mahi, Sabarmati,
Dhadar and some Saurashtra rivers. It is expected to
create a reservoir of 2000 sq km area, over five times
the area of Sardar Sarovar, the reservoir capacity is expected to be over 10 billion cubic meters, that is larger
than the SSP reservoir capacity. The project is being
pushed ignoring serious issues like hydrological-geological-structural feasibility and needless to say, it’s impacts
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on environment and fisherfolk. The project will destroy
the coastal and deltaic fisheries and wetlands.
As SANDRP has been highlighting for some time now,
riverine fisherfolk are one of the most disadvantaged and
deprived sections in the dam debate throughout the country. It is no different in Narmada. Livelihood of the
fisherfolk from Narmada Estuary has been threatened
by several industrial estates established across the district and is now on the verge of being destroyed. Yield of
Hilsa has been steadily decreasing (from 15319 tonnes
to 4866 tonnes during 1993 to 20042) since commissioning of Sardar Sarovar Project (SSP) canal and power house
in 2006. SSP is built on the Narmada River about 130 km
upstream from the estuary. Another dam, Garudeshwar
Dam, is under construction downstream from SSP.
Are people here in the estuary aware of the scale of the
Kalpasar project? What do these local fisherfolk have to
say about this? How have they been coping with the
impacts of SSP?

Narmada Estuary in Bhadbhut Photo: Author

On the lack of study of the downstream environment,
the first paragraph from the chapter on this issue from
the report of the Independent Review of the Sardar
Sarovar Project instituted by the World Bank is worth
quoting in full3:
“From the Sardar Sarovar dam to the ocean, the
Narmada River runs for 180 kilometers through a rich
lowland region which represents about 10% of its catchment area. In the course of our environmental review
we sought information that described the ecology of this
lower reach of the river, the estuary, and near shore region in the Gulf of Cambay. We hoped to find a description of the aquatic ecosystem, including parameters indicating the quality and quantity of water and its seasonal changes, biological species, processes, and resource
linkages. We looked forward to finding a systematic
treatment of flow regimes and geomorphology. We expected to find systematic documentation of resource use,
from drinking water to fisheries. We thought there would
be documents establishing the kinds of physical, biological and socioeconomic changes to be expected as the
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Sardar Sarovar Projects are brought on stream and more
and more of the natural flow is stored, used or diverted
out of the river. We looked for a set of ameliorative measures that would be implemented to mitigate impacts.
We thought these measures would be scheduled to begin with phased development of the Sardar Sarovar
Projects. We hoped they would also be related to the
cumulative effects of other developments on the
Narmada further upstream, in particular the Narmada
Sagar Projects, and to the expansion of industrial activity in the downstream rive basin in Gujarat itself.
In all our expectations we have been disappointed.” (Emphasis Added.)
These eloquent words hold true till date.
FIELD VISIT
Eager to find answers to these questions, I along with
Bhupat Solanki a volunteer from Paryavaran Mitra, an
Ahmedabad based NGO, first met Praveen Madhiwala,
a fish trader and exporter. As I explain the purpose of
my visit to him, his first reaction is “if the dam at
Bhadbhut comes up, Hilsa will be finished. Not only that,
but the dam will prove to be destructive to the entire estuary.” He explains, “Tidal flow of water spreads 60 KM
from sea shore to upstream of the estuary. They are planning to build the barrage just 25 KM upstream of the sea
shore. What will happen then to the incoming salt water
during high tide? It is bound to spread laterally along
the barrage spreading in the coastal region and will be
destructive to the settlements along the coastline. Calculating all these numbers on paper is very different than
experiencing the destructive power of sea. We know what
the sea can do.”
Destruction of Hilsa and other fish by Sardar
Sarovar Kamalesh Madhiwala, an advocate from
Bhadbhut adds further. “Yield of Hilsa has drastically
reduced after Sardar Sarowar Dam has been built. There
has been a reduction of 65 to 70%. Overall water level of
the estuary has gone down. Post monsoon the river becomes so dry that we can walk across the riverbed. This
had never happened in the past before Sardar Sarovar.”
When asked about the claim by Narmada Control Authority that it constantly releases 600 cusecs (cubic feet
per second) of water from the dam to maintain the health
of the river and the estuary, he says “We don’t think water
is released from the SSP. There is no mechanism to monitor this. If you approach government they will show you
on paper that they release 600 cusecs of water every day.
But no one maintains the on ground data.” According to
him the SSP has affected overall fish variety of the estuary as well. “A decade ago there used to be 70 to 80 types
of fish varieties available in the estuary. Now we get only
about 10 to 12 fish varieties. Earlier along with Hilsa
many other riverine species like Prawns, Mahseer etc.
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and runoff from free catchment for irrigation, domestic and industrial water supply;
• Flood protection of about 400 sq km low lying area
covering 17 villages on the left bank of river Narmada;
• Road connectivity between left and right banks, shortening route from Surat/Hajira to Dahej region.
The EIA agency has uncritically accepted these objectives, without assessing if the barrage with low water
storage can really fulfill the second the third objective
and considering the low salinity level reported by the
EIA (mainly based on data provided by the project auHilsa Ice Packed to be transported Photo: Author
thorities, again uncritically accepted by NEERI), is the
first objective relevant. The fact that the Kalpsar dehave been commercially equally important which Sardar
partment played such an important role and the fact
Sarovar has vanquished. Now the fisher people’s income
that it is public knowledge that the barrage is part of
is solely dependent on Hilsa which is very sensitive spethe propose Kalpsar project should have been taken note
cies. Reduction of water flow in the river immediately
by NEERI. NEERI should have also questioned as to
affects the yield of Hilsa. Even though Hilsa is available
why is this small part of the larger Kalpsar project aponly for about 4 months of the year, 70% of the income of
plying for such piecemeal clearances which is actually
fisherfolk at present is from sale of Hilsa alone.”
in violation of the Supreme
Farcical EIA of proposed
Court orders. It should be
Bhadbhut barrage by Kamlesh Bhai laughs and asks me, “Tell me Maadded here that the Kalpsar
NEERI Kamalesh Bhai dame, have you ever seen a fish climbing a ladder?”
project had applied for the
also points out several lacuTOR clearance from Union
nae in the Environmental The fisherfolk are not wrong in ridiculing fish ladMinistry of Env and ForImpact Assessment (EIA) ders. Fish ladders have never been taken seriously
ests. The project came up
report that National Envi- by the proponents who build them. Case in point is
before the MoEF’s Expert
ronmental Engineering ReFarakka Barrage in West Bengal, where too, a fish Appraisal Committee on
search Institute (NEERI)
River Valley Projects.
has prepared for Bhadbhut lock was supposedly made for Hilsa. It has not been
SANDRP had then sent a
Barrage. “The entire study operated for over a decade and officials have no idea
letter to the EAC, saying
has been an absolute farce. that such a thing exists!
that based on information
First of all none of the local
provided, the project should
people were aware of any
not be considered for clearance. In its 41st meeting in
such study going on. It also grossly underestimates the
Sept 2010, the EAC declined to give TOR clearance to
total population of fisherfolk that will be affected by the
the project, saying that the documentation provided are
Bhadbhut dam.” The report considers the total number
highly inadequate and need to be more holistic and
of fisherfolk residing in 21 villages to be 12,638 based
uptodate pre-feasibility report needs to be provided. The
4
on more than a decade old data from Census 2001 . Acproject there after has not gone back to EAC.
cording to Kamlesh bhai the actual population residing
However, a small part of that same project, the Bhadbhut
in the estuary region whose livelihood will be affected
barrage is now proposed before the Gujarat State Enviby barrage is close to 35 to 40 thousand!
ronment Impact Assessment Authority (http://
SANDRP had sent detailed critique of the EIA to the
seiaa.gujarat.gov.in/).”
Gujarat State Environment Impact Assessment AuthorAn edited version of letter about the inadequacies of the
ity before the public hearing for the project held on July
EIA report sent from Paryavaran Mitra director to
19, 2013. An excerpt from the critique:
Gujarat Pollution Control Board which has been pub“Unclear objectives of the project The objectives of
lished by Counterview states that the report fails to asthe project stated in the EIA of the project are:
sess severity of impact on Hilsa and other migratory
• Protection of water quality of Narmada river from
fishes and instead tries to imply that fishing activity is
salinity due to tidal influence and checking the probonly a part time employment for fisher community, which
lems of salinity ingress and deterioration of ground
is entirely incorrect. The report proposes fish ladder as
water quality in the upper reaches of Narmada river;
a mitigation measure with no specific details. Fisherfolk
are not impressed. “Tell me madam, have you ever seen
• Storage of the regulated release of water from SSP
a fish climb a ladder?” asks Kamlesh bhai laughing.
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When we arrive at Praveen Macchi’s house, his door is
adorned with images of Silvery Hilsa. His family has
been involved in fishing from generations. When asked
about estuary’s overall condition after SSP he confirms
the facts stated earlier by Praveen Bhai and Kamalesh

Protest March organized on 7th July 2014
(Photo by Kamlesh Madhiwala)

Bhai. “We don’t think water is released from SSP and
even if it is, it is so meagre that it is nearly useless. The
estuary receives water only when the dam overflows. In
2014 the dam overflowed only once which was as late as
September. Other than dam overflow only other source
of water is releases from River Bed Power House of SSP,
leakage from below the dam wall and some water from
downstream streams.” Fish yield of this year is about
30% lower than last year when the estuary received
water from dam overflow 4 to 5 times in year. “Now water from SSP has been diverted for hydropower generation. After power generation at Canal Head Power House
water is released into Narmada canal instead of river/
estuary.”
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river stretch to support fish breeding. Yield of Hilsa will
be hard hit and so will be the fishing industry. Entire
population dependent on fishing will lose its livelihood.”
Praveen Bhai told me that the fisher people’s cooperative ‘Bhadbhut Matsya Udyog Sahakari Mandali’ is preparing to file a Public Interest Litigation challenging
the barrage project. Is livelihood of more than 30000
people getting affected reason enough to argue for stoppage of the project? Will the courts understand this implication? They did not when impact of SSP on fisher
people was argued earlier. Let us hope judiciary is more
sensitive to the fisher people’s issue this time.
Praveen Bhai further informs that the overall salinity
of the estuary has gone up due to severely restricted
freshwater flow into the estuary. Fish diversity has reduced and riverine fish movement is obstructed due to
SSP (Sardar Sarovar Project). Hilsa which would be
available till December – January is now seen hardly
till September as the salinity levels rise rapidly after
monsoon. Says Praveen Bhai: “Narmada has been Hilsa’s
favoured habitat. Earlier Hilsa was found in Tapi estuary near Surat as well. But after the Ukai dam was constructed only 2 to 5% of Hilsa arrive at the Tapi estuary.
Lives of fisherfolk in the estuary have been devastated.
The problem of livelihood of these people became so serious that there are instances where women of the community had to get into prostitution.”
Concerns of fisherfolk We now move towards the
banks of Narmada to meet artisanal fisher people there.
Boats which can contain upto 5 to 6 people are parked

Pressures on Narmada estuary and livelihoods of
thousands
When asked as to how does the Hilsa survive without
freshwater water released in the estuary, Praveen Bhai
explains “As of now Hilsa arrive at least during monsoon as the river stretch of 130 KM holds rain water. If
Bhadbhut barrage is built there will be no free flowing

Fisherfolk from Bhadbhut Photo: Author

Hilsa used as a decorative element Photo: Author

along the banks. Since it is a noon time, hurry burry of
fish packing is settling down. One by one tempos from
the market are arriving and picking up the packed fish.
As we talk with a bunch of fisher people, their worries
and concerns tumble out. Several issues emerge while
talking to them. “Government is all set to build a dam
destroying our livelihood. As it is government is not extending any kind of support to us river fisherfolk. No
bank provides us with loans” one of them speaks.
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“Yield of fish has also reduced due to reduced water level
of the estuary. Sea water gets contaminated by the untreated effluent that Dahej & other Industrial estates disposes in the sea. This sea water that is highly contaminated with chemicals and heavy metals enters estuary
during high tide. This polluted water has also affected
the overall fish quality and there is hardly any freshwater from upstream to dilute it because of the dam. Earlier
single Hilsa fish used to weigh more than two kilograms.
Now it hardly weighs one to 1.25 kgs” says another one.
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problems because we have to go in the chemical water.” I
wonder with fishing industry plagued with so many problems if younger generation is at all willing to continue
in the same occupation. When asked about this they tell
me that for now the traditional skills is the only real
education the younger generation has.

“With all this polluted water how will the fish grow? It
naturally starves” says yet other.
“If Bhadbhut Barrage comes up, Hilsa will no more come
here. Our livelihood will be destroyed. Government is not
even offering any compensation. No one has been compensated for the impact we have already felt due to the
SSP.” They all keep talking anxiously.
They further inform that several farmers in Bharuch
who have lost their land in PCPIR project or other industrial estates have shifted to fishing creating more
stress in the industry that is already facing a steep decline. Farmers, who are new fisherfolk lack the traditional skills or patience and often fence the estuary and
sea with fishing nets in hope of catching Hilsa, which
prevents the fishermen’s traditionally used small boats
from entering the sea. As they speak, every concern
raised is met by a nod by the entire group.
Contrary to this scenario the EIA report summary by
NEERI states “… the fresh water storage in upstream of
the barrage will provide a favourable environment for
intensive fresh water fishery and provision of fish ladder with shiplocks would enhance the fishery activities
and fetch greater economic benefits to the
people.”5Fisherfolk when asked about this conclusion
show the other side of the argument. Fisheries department floats tender for fishing in the dam reservoir. Only
big contractors can afford to obtain the contracts. “It’s
not a job for small fishermen like us. If the dam comes
up all these small boats you see will vanish” they say.
Other than the threatened livelihood, the fisher families in the estuary are also facing several other issues.
Wells of fresh water now contain saline water. Many of
them used to rely on Narmada River for drinking water.
Since the river has gone dry after SSP, they no more
receive drinking water from Narmada River. As the
water from the estuary has reduced, the wells which
have traditionally been an important source of drinking
water are now dry or saline. Villages which are closer to
the sea are experiencing saline water and also polluted
chemical water ingress. “Many of us are having skin
1
2
3
4
5
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Many of them have protested the project at the public
hearing. “We all are opposing the dam. Building dams
might to do good for contractors, but what about us? Are
we not people?” they ask.
The proposed Garudeshwar Dam on Narmada immediate downstream of SSP will further stop the water flow
to estuary as it is designed to pump back to SSP the
water released from River Bed Power House. The
fisherfolk here do not know about this, nor has the government bothered to tell them or do any impact assessment or prepare any rehabilitation or management plan.
The only hope is the petition lying before the National
Green Tribunal against the Garudeshwar Dam.
I come back with more questions than answers. Praveen
Bhai’s home, with his welcoming door adorned with the
silvery Hilsa remains in my thoughts for a long while.
- Amruta Pradhan,
SANDRP amrutapradhan@gmail.com
(Based on field visit September 2014 by the author.)

http://sandrp.in/dams/Why_Modis_54000_crore_l egacy_project_KALPSAR_is_doomed_Nov_2010.pdf
http://sandrp.wordpress.com/2014/09/01/collapsing-hilsa-can-the-dams-compensate-for-the-loss/
Page 277, Sardar Sarovar: The Report of the Independent Review, Resource Futures International Inc, Canada, 1992
P. 10 of Executive Summary of EIA Report by NEERI
P. 15 of Executive Summary of EIA Report by NEERI
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Local Initiatives for drought-proofing Maharashtra
Although infamous for the failure of its large dam apmeasures. We also came across some quick-fix waterproach and the recent dam scam, Maharashtra has also
shed measures which are currently supported by the
been one of the most progressive states in the country
government and discuss if these can replace the holistic
when it comes to watershed development, participatory
and long-term effort of participatory watershed manwater management and a pioneering discourse suragement and equitable water distribution. The examples
rounding equitable sharing of available ‘Soppecom’s work
below are based on site visits, interviews and some on
on water users associations in Waghad and Palkhed,
news from regional agricultural dailies and they are inwork of Paani Panchayat, Afarm, etc., in addition to a
dicative in nature1. We have talked with the key people
number of centrally funded and state funded watershed
behind the initiatives to understand how the work
programs like Drought Prone Area Program (DPAP),
evolved.
Integrated Wasteland Development Program (IWDP),
Naigaon village in chronically drought prone
Adarsh Gaon Yojana, etc. The state has had its share of
Ahmednagar desilts its village tank Naigaon is a
stalwarts like Late Dr. Vilasrao Salunkhe, Anna Hazare,
small village of around 5000 people in Jamkhed taluka
Popatrao Pawar, Late Dr. Mukundrao Ghare, Smt.
of Ahmednagar District of
Kalpanatai Salunkhe to
Maharashtra. Although
name just a few. They The common thread running through success stoKhairi Irrigation Project on
talked about not only inKhairi River in Jamkhed is
ries
of
watershed
management
in
Maharashtra
creasing water availability,
just 3 kms from the village,
but also allocating and seems to be ‘local initiative’. It was experienced
it does not save Naigaon
managing the available again that having local communities at the driving
from water scarcity. Since
water resources equitably
the past few years, Naigaon
seat,
with
encouraging
guidance
from
the
experts
and sustainably and many
has been increasingly facing
other facets of participatory and help from government agencies can lead to posiacute water scarcity in postwatershed management tive results.
February months and its
which were strongly rooted
dependence on tankers has
in equity, gender sensitivity,
increased.
social realities and ecological sustainability.
The village has a tank: The Naigaon Tank, constructed
This overall context had a role to play even as
by the Water Resources Department after the great
Maharashtra faced one of its worst droughts in 2012-13.
drought of 1972. It extends over 42 hectares of land.
The devastating drought pushed some unique watershed
However due to lack of maintenance, the tank was silted
and its water storage had decreased substantially. The
2012-13 drought was the last straw for Naigaon. The
tank, silted up and hardly holding any water was an
eyesore for the villagers. In the summer of 2013, more
than 1500 people of Naigaon came together to desilt the
Naigaon tank by hand and by machines. The collective

Sarpanch of Hiware Bazar Popatrao Pawar
Photo: Business Standard

initiatives across the state, some of which were directly
supported by the state, many without any support.
We looked at a few successful stories of increasing water availability locally, through watershed or other simple

Dry landscape of Jamkhed. Photo: jamkhed.wordpress.com
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effort resulted in removing over 3 lakh cubic meters of
silt from the tank!
Being farmers, they realized the value of this silt and it
was spread over more than 250 hectares of agricultural
land. The Tahsildar of Jamkhed Taluk, seeing the enthusiasm and initiative of the farmers, waived royalty
on the silt. But apart from this, the initiative did not
take any help from the government. Why did they do
that? We asked Watershed Committee Chair Suresh
Ugale. “We decided to get together and do something in
late 2012-early 2013. We were afraid that if government
schemes like MNREGA take time in sanctioning, then
we will lose the monsoon of 2013. We did not want to lose
a single monsoon and did all the work entirely on voluntary basis.”
In addition to desilting, the villagers, along with agriculture department carried out watershed works in the
surrounding region which included Continuous Contour
Trenching, nallah bunding and gulley plugging.
The results are evident. Due to desilting of the village
tank, water levels for 30 to 40 surrounding wells have
increased. Farmers have been lifting water directly from
the tank too. Watershed works have also resulted in increase in water levels of other wells and an increase in
soil moisture. This in turn has lead to more crop diversity. In kharif of 2013, 35 ha of additional land was cultivated with multiple crops like cotton, soybean, mung,
urad, sugarcane and 18 ha of land was under horticulture. The villagers proudly proclaim that the lands where
silt was spread are more productive. In the words of
Yogesh Shinde, “My light soil did
not allow me much crop choice. But
the silt from the tank allowed me
to grow jowar and udid ( black
gram, a lentil) and fodder crops.
We’ve indeed been fortunate this
year.”

and only 20% is cultivable. Although Pune region has a
very high density of large dams, no canal water reaches
Pingori. Veer dam lies about 15 to 20 km downstream of
the village and plays no role in water supply to the village.
In 2013 the village faced acute drought. People who held
lands on the hilly tracts were left with no option but to
sell offs their lands. In the words of Babasaheb Shinde,
a veteran from the village, “”There was hardly any income source in village without water. People were migrating to cities. We had to do something.”As the situation turned alarming, some villagers came together. It
was accepted by all that the key to their challenge lay in
water availability. Pingori had a village tank which was
badly in need of maintenance and desilting. Despite several follow ups with Water Conservation Department,
no desilting was undertaken by the department, siting
non-availability of funds as the reason.
Left with no choice, the villagers of Pingori came together. Hundreds of villagers raised funds for desilting
the tanks by working on NREGS schemes. Though they
raised a considerably sum, it was still not sufficient for
the entire desilting operation. Here, they were helped
by Dagdusheth Ganapati Temple Trust.
With some help like this, Pingori undertook desilting
work for nearly 45 days in summer 2013 by manual
labour and machines. Villagers told SANDRP that more
than 200,000 cubic meter silt was removed from the
single tank and spread on agricultural fields. Desilting
not only increased water holding capacity of the tank,

At the same time, it is worrying
that area under sugarcane is also
increasing. When asked about this,
the watershed Committee chair
says, “Yes, we’ve been trying to irrigate all new sugarcane by drip.
But that is difficult. The subsidies
don’t reach the poorer farmers who
need it the most.” But it is clear
that without active efforts, more
water can mean more water guzzling sugarcane in Naigaon.
No tankers for Pingori village
this year Pingori village in
Purandar taluka of Pune district
is surrounded by hillocks from
three sides. 80% of the land is hills
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but also its recharge. Following the monsoon of 2013,
the village tank held more water and water table in the
surrounding areas also increased.
Several years ago when Pingori tank held more water,
it had fish in it and fishery was existing, if not thriving.
Silt and droughts killed this initiative. But with desilting,
local youth introduced over 2 lakh fish seed in the tank
and even formed a Fisheries Society. In addition to
desilting, the villagers have also undertaken watershed
works in nearby hills, especially continuous contour
trenches (CCTs) which has helped significantly in raising water table and augmenting stream flows. Cumulative gain of desilting has been increased cultivation on
over 300 acres of land and also increased fodder availability.
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The cumulative impact of desilting, recharge and repaired bunds was increased water availability in 27 wells
and 32 borewells. There are 2 percolation tanks in the
village constructed by Water Conservation Department.
They have however lost their capacity due to siltation.
Next phase of work plan includes desilting of these tanks.
Gawdewadi village, a model of community drive
watershed management Gawadewadi in Ambegaon
taluka, Pune district is a village with a total area of 1243
Ha and total population of 3190. After drought of 197273 the village was dependent on tankers for drinking
water during summer, agricultural productivity was low

Pingori has a remarkable lady Sarpanch Ms. Pallavi
Bhosale. Ms. Bhosale tells us “I know what it is not even
to have drinking water in your home. As a Sarpanch in
2012-13 I was deeply saddened as I had to call for tankers every other day. I could see women from my village
walk for miles for water. So many horticultural plantations had to be hacked. It was very disturbing. The entire village stood together and hence this could happen.”
Today Pingori has not called for a single tanker as yet,
although the Purandar block has received less than 25%
rainfall in this monsoon till date. How does Pingori avoid
water guzzling crops, now that Pingori tank has water?
“As a gramsabha we don’t allow water guzzling crops
like sugarcane in Pingori. Our water is very precious and
we cannot give more water to a few.”
Medsinga village in Taluka & District of Osmanabad
is a village of 2700 population. Drought and water scarcity is a regular feature in Osmanadabad in Marathwada
and Medsinga is no exception. As SANDRP indicated
during the rought of 2012-13, water from major dams in
Osmanbad-Latur regions is almost exclusively diverted
to sugarcane and sugar factories, leaving smaller villages high and dry.
The village has a tank built by the villagers themselves,
25-30 years ago. Villagers decided to desilt this tank and
increase its water holding capacity.
Here, they built recharge shaft inside the tank bed to
increase groundwater recharge. This was a 13m x 7m x
2m pit with 2ft x 2ft pit below that followed by a bore
well 70 ft deep. Twine was wound around the borewell
casing pipe before inserted into the shaft. The shaft was
then filled with pebbles to facilitate water percolation.
The villagers also repaired about 16 cement bunds constructed about 10 years back. These bunds were leaking
as parts of cement had washed away. The expenses of
about Rs 7 lakhs was covered by Holistic Watershed
Development and Mahatma Phule Water Conservation
Programme.

Horticulture in Gawadewadi Photo: Amruta Pradhan,
SANDRP

and a large number of people had migrated to Pune and
Mumbai in search of employment.
In 1985, residents of Gawadewadi with local leadership
of Anna Pimpale visited Ralegan Siddhi village in Parner
taluka of Ahmednagar District. Impressed by the holistic development of the Ralegan Siddhi the residents were
determined to transform Gawadewadi. Vanarai, a voluntary organization based in Pune that was approached
by the villagers agreed to act as a catalyst in this process of development. Soil and water conservation works
started in 1991. Technical inputs needed for the watershed development works were given partly by Irrigation Department and partly by Agricultural department.
Along with these funds no grazing and no cutting of trees
was diligently followed. Since there are no landless cattle
breeders following no open grazing regulation was easier.
There are four catchment areas spread over 1400 Ha.
Adopting top to bottom approach for watershed treatment Continuous Contour Trenches (CCT) (Figure 2),
loose boulders and stone bunds were constructed on the
ridges; soil bunds, cement bunds, gabion structures and
percolation tanks were constructed at the bottom of the
catchment. CCT works on the ridges is carried out by
forest department. Under social forestry programme
Village Panchayat has planted 1,10,000 trees on 34 acre
land.
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Participatory soil and water conservation work started
for improving water availability in the village for drinking and agricultural purposes has led to multiple other
initiatives like cooperative dairy, gobar gas plants for
the households, horticulture etc. A chain of benefits has
unfolded over more than ten years of hard work put in
by the villagers. The village is now tanker free, crops
have diversified, agricultural production has gone up and
so have income levels. Most rewarding benefit has been
the homecoming of more than 165 families which had
migrated to Pune or Mumbai in search of work.
Taking a close look at all these stories shows that the
essential element behind success was the active public
participation. This participation and ownership of the
work resulted in soil and water conservation works at
times even when no funding was available. In
Gawdewadi this participation was also responsible for
spurring of other allied developmental initiatives in the
village which almost took a form of movement. Villag-
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ers voluntarily participated in various training
programmes and diversified their livelihood options,
improved farming practices, increased crop variety, increased milk production and in turn increased their income. In this sense such eco-system based works for conservation of natural resources like land and water become ‘active solutions’ as against the ‘passive solutions’
such as dams which come at a tremendous social and
environmental cost.
It is worth noting that over 40% of India’s under construction dams are in Maharashtra. The state has spent
about Rs 75000 crores over the last decade and will need
to spend about Rs 76000 crores to complete the under
construction projects2. When Maharashtra is on such an
irrigation spree, highlighting and replicating stories like
Gawadewadi which demonstrate success of small scale
solutions is definitely the need of the hour.
-Amruta Pradhan and Parineeta Dandekar,
SANDRP

Many facets of Gawadewadi’s success Photo: Amruta Pradhan, SANDRP

1

http://www.agrowon.com/Agrowon/index.htm

2

http://sandrp.in/irrigation/MAHA_Irrigation_Scam_Nov2012.pdf
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Rupin HEP (45MW) in Himachal Pradesh recommended Environmental
Clearance despite highly problematic EIA Report

The beautiful Rupin Valley Photo: travelblog.org

SANDRP recently sent a submission to Expert Appraisal
Committee (EAC) regarding inadequacy and shortcomings of Environmental Impact Assessment report (EIA
report) of Rupin HEP (45 MW) from Himachal Pradesh.
The project is (as stated in EIA Report) a run of the river
scheme in DODRA KWAR tehsil of SHILMA District of
Himachal Pradesh with a barrage on river Nargani as a
diversion structure to increase the flow of the river Rupin
for increased output of the electricity generation unit.
The project is located within 10 KM of Govind Pashu
Vihar Sanctuary. Terms of Reference (TORs) were
granted to the project on 13.09.2010. Validity of the TOR
was extended twice; first till September 2013 and then
till September 2014. However the project was considered by EAC in its 78th meeting in October 2014 for grant
of EC i.e. after the third deadline was also over.
Cover page of the EIA report says that it was prepared
in December 2011. The entire critical baseline data used
in the report is of 2010, four years old, which is a gross
violation of the MEFCC and EIA notification norms and
should not have been the basis for impact prediction. In
the EIA report the project is misleadingly presented as
a Run-of-the-River scheme (ROR) when in fact the report talks about morning and evening peaking storage.
Several terms granted in TOR are not complied with.

TORs stipulated that EIA is to examine the cascading
effect the project, the EIA should provide a clear map
showing the approved/ under construction/ completed
HEPs on River Rupin and Nargani both upstream and
downstream of the project. EIA however fails to make a
mention of Rupin III, IV and V projects are proposed
downstream on Rupin River downstream of the project
and Naitwar Mori (60 MW) is proposed 580 m downstream of the confluence of river Tons and Rupin.
Though the EIA report states that seven options were
assessed by the technical consultant, it gives no details
of these options. The report also misses out on detailed
studies like study of Natural Springs, socio economic
profile of the affected area with list of project affected
people, seismic impacts etc. which were stipulated in
the TOR.
Impact prediction is too generic with no assessment and
quantification. The EIA report merely states the likely
impacts in 2 or 3 sentences. Several important impacts
like impacts of underground construction, quarrying and
blasting on geophysical environment, wildlife, fishes etc.
are missing and none of the serious impacts have been
quantified
While issuing the TOR EAC has noted that Govind Pashu
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Vihar is within 10 KM from the project area and had
thus referred the project to NBWL for obtaining wildlife
clearance. Assessment of impacts on wildlife thus assumes more importance. EIA report however makes NO
impact prediction on the wildlife. On the contrary the
report comes up with ‘positive impacts’ such as “Habitat
improvement through afforestation/regeneration.” and
“Development and improvement of water bodies.”
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The report completely misses out on the cumulative
impacts in terms of disaster potential of the area, downstream impacts, hydro peaking, tunneling, blasting,
changes in silt flows, geological disturbance caused, seismic impacts etc.
The EIA mentions a study “Environmental Flow Assessment report for Rupin HEP by R S Envirolink Technologies Pvt. Ltd., July 2012”, but the study is not included
in the EIA-EMP as mandated by TORs.
The report keeps mentioning “15% minimum environmental flows” at a number
of places when EAC’s norms themselves
talk of 20% average lean season, 25% nonlean- non monsoon season and 30% monsoon season flows as eflows.
Himachal Pradesh has been facing some
very specific issues due to cascade hydropower development. Some of them including landslides and land destabilization due
to blasting and tunneling, impacts of peaking projects, drying up of rivers, etc. In
spite of the obvious fact that site specific
issues need site specific mitigation measures it is shocking to see that the EMP of
Rupin is extensively based on EMP Report
of Lethang HEP in Sikkim which was prepared by the same agency (Asian Consulting Engineers Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi). Apart
from some information like tables which
include costing for the mitigation measures, most of the other details are the
same.
Despite of such severe shortcomings
pointed out by SANDRP, EAC in its 78th
meeting granted EC to the project.
SANDRP submission was forwarded to the
developer and was asked to give point wise
responses by the EAC. The minutes of this
meeting incorporate responses provided by
the developer to SANDRP submission. The
responses are as inadequate as the EIA
report. Many of the vital parts of the study
which the developer claims to have submitted have not been included in the EIA
document made available in the public domain. Most of the counter arguments provided by the agency are devoid of any factual evidence.
It is disappointing to see that EAC chooses
to ignore such serious issues and grant EC.
When can we expect Acche Din for Environmental Governance?

Rafting in River Rupin. Photo: www.raftinglife.blogspot.com
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Appeal to revoke the unjustified decision of increasing
Sardar Sarovar Dam’s Height any further
Even as the state and central government and the Narmada Control Authority are pushing for increase in
height of Sardar Sarovar Dam from 121.92 mts to 138.68 meters, eminent academics, activities, researchers and citizens have written to Ms. Uma Bharati, Minister, Ministry of Water Resources, River Development and Ganga Rejuvenation with a copy to Minister of State for Water Resources, River Development
and Ganga Rejuvenation, Ex Officio Chairman and Executive Member of the Narmada Control Authority
about the serious problems entailed in such an effort. Excerpts from the letter below.
We think decision of the NCA to raise the height of the
Sardar Sarovar dam by 16.76 meters is unjustified and
unwise. It will cause huge additional displacement, when
rehabilitation of the people affected even at the current
height is incomplete. As everybody agrees and experience has shown, even at current height, Gujarat is in a
position to take the water stored to virtually any part of
the designed command area, and can draw its share of
water as per the Narmada Water Disputes Tribunal
(NWDT) award. Moreover, it has been able to utilise
only a small portion of the water available at current
height. So there are no compelling reasons for raising
the height on this count. Under these circumstances,
the decision taken by the newly formed government at
the centre and the NCA to raise the height of the dam
within two weeks of oath by the new government is a
hasty, unwise and disastrous decision. We earnestly appeal to you and the government to immediately withdraw the decision to raise the height of the dam.
The issues related to the dam have festered over more
than 30 years of its troubled history because governments have tended to take a legalistic stand rather than
initiate an inclusive dialogue on the substantive issues
about the project amongst all concerned, particularly
those adversely affected. We appeal to you to start such
an inclusive process of reflection and dialogue to arrive
at a broad social consensus on four critical issues about
the Sardar Sarovar Project (SSP) as outlined below.
1.

Height of the dam:

What is the height of dam needed for Gujarat to utilise
its share of Narmada waters and take water to all its
designated command? Gujarat is in a position to take
water anywhere in the designated command area.
Gujarat may be able to utilise its share of Narmada
waters at current height and no further height increase
may be required on this count. Doing away with the installation of the 16.8 meter high gates does not have
any structural implications for the dam. So far as power
generation is concerned, major power benefit is transitional, falling off as the states utilise their share of wa-

ter and final residual power benefit is small. Moreover,
even today, as per Central Electricity Authority (CEA)
figures, at current height SSP generated 5,882 Million
Units of Power in 2013-14, which is more than what SSP
was envisaged to generate. The biggest beneficiary of
power generated at SSP is Madhya Pradesh, but it forms
a small percentage of its present power capacity and
generation while virtually the entire brunt of massive
displacement has to be borne by it. So, it may be optimal
for Madhya Pradesh to trade off much of its transitional
power benefit with the greatly reduced submergence and
displacement with a dam at the current height. Thus
there is a distinct possibility that optimal solutions exist at current height and they need to be explored.
2.

Equitable distribution, sustainable use and
participatory and efficient management of
stored water:

Given the ability to carry water to all parts of Gujarat
at current height, it is more important to concentrate
on issues of how water is used now. Criticism on these
counts comes from some of the strongest proponents of
the project. The project has been criticised, among other
things, on account of gross under-utilisation of the stored
water, irrigation water not reaching the drought prone
areas of Kutch, Saurashtra and North Gujarat, diversion of water for unplanned uses (for example, river front
development, urban and industrial use south of
Sabarmati), non existence of water users’ associations
(WUAs) for most part of the command, lack of proper
drainage in the command area, and inefficient and inequitable use.
3.

Status of displacement and rehabilitation:

There is a large gap in the perceptions and articulations
of state and various groups and individuals including
those from the adversely affected, both about the exact
numbers involved as well as about the quality of rehabilitation. While the authorities have generally been
claiming satisfactory rehabilitation, there is every indication that the rehabilitation even at current height falls
quite short of what is legally required or what basic hu31
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man justice demands. Since the submergence and displacement that would take place between 121.92 metres
and 138.68 metres would be massive, there is every indication that effective rehabilitation would be intractable
and virtually impossible. It becomes much more urgent
to bridge this gap and come to a consensus on the actual
extent and quality of rehabilitation already carried out
before causing further massive displacement.
4.

Environment and Climate Change:

Environment and climate change issues that are important in the long run have not been given due attention.
Downstream impacts of SSP on environment and livelihoods have not been properly assessed, environmentflows and requirements have not been studied and management plans have not been formulated or implemented. Climate change experts emphasise the importance to reevaluating the costs, benefits, impacts and
optimality of projects and it is high time we initiated
studies and discussion on these with respect to the SSP.
If rejuvenation of rivers is to receive a central place in
water resources development and the Narmada is to
remain alive these issues need to be brought into discussion and resolved as soon as possible.

Good governance entails making socially and environmentally just decisions within a deliberative democratic
framework and it is the lack of this that has resulted in
three decades history of conflict and polarisation around
SSP. We sincerely hope you will put us on a path of better governance, the professed aim of the new government, by revoking the decision to increase the height of
the SSP from the current 121.92 m to 138.68 m and initiating a comprehensive dialogue on the substantive issues surrounding it.
Signed by: A. C. Bhagabati, A. Latha, A. Vaidyanathan,
Achyut Das, Amita Baviskar, Ashish Kothari, Bharat
Patankar, Brij Gopal, Devaki Jain, Dinesh Abrol, Dunu
Roy, Ghanshyam Shah, Himanshu Thakkar, Himanshu
Upadhyaya, K. J. Joy, Kanchan Chopra, M K Prasad,
Mamata Dash, Manoj Mishra, N. C. Narayanan, Nafisa
Bharot, Prashant Bhushan, Rajeswari Sarala Raina,
Ramaswamy R. Iyer, Rohit Prajapati, S. Janakarajan,
Sanjay Kak, Seema Kulkarni, Sharachchandra Lele,
Shripad Dharmadhikary, Sudarshan Iyengar,
Sudhirendar Sharma, Suhas Paranjape, Vimalbhai,
Viren Lobo.

Sardar Sarovar Dam Photo: Himanshu Thakkar
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